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Executive Summary

The use of TACTICS raises many challenges in regards to privacy, ethics, human rights and legal aspects. This report provides an insight of the privacy considerations investigated and the resulting measures to make the system less privacy invasive and make its use even more ethical. To this end, we illustrate the legal background, mainly focusing on European privacy and data protection regulations. Where appropriate, we explain the technological challenges that these regulations introduce and discuss how they could be resolved. Due to the interaction of the TACTICS components, even if the deliverable is targeted to the TMT, the discussion in several parts is more spherical, as there is a need to discuss other aspects as well. Note that the main focus of the deliverable is on the TACTICS system and not validation prototype.

After the introduction, chapters 2 and 3 discuss the ethical and legal implications of surveillance, deviant behaviour and biometrics, respectively. The main principles are the ones of proportionality, fairness, legality and expediency. In chapter 4 we discuss some applicable legal requirements for the TACTICS system, and in chapter 5 we provide an overview of some of the related Private Enchancing Technologies that can facilitate making the TACTICS system even more privacy aware. The report concludes in chapter 6. In the appendix, we provide some implementations that can guide the technical reader in implementing some of the methods referred to in the report.

The most relevant challenges related to the TACTICS system, and the TMT in particular, concerning legal conditions, ethics, human rights and privacy as well as some extensions on them, are described. Moreover, we have provided an overview of how some of these problems could be resolved from the technological and implementation aspect.

The nature of the TACTICS system makes it balance on the legal and ethical limits of current legal and ethical framework. It should be understood that the TACTICS system is the last resort in order to prevent an extreme event, a terrorist attack, for which the information is very sparse. One could go back to Hippocrates and his quote “For extreme diseases, extreme methods of cure, as to restriction, are most suitable.” and claim that “desperate times (a terrorist threat) call for desperate measures (use of TACTICS)”, nevertheless, after several centuries we have the technological means to contain these desperate measures and make them less invasive.

Regardless of the methods, the scope of the TACTICS system is ethical as it can prevent a terrorist attack and save many human lives. However, its use must be strictly contained in this sole environment and event, any further use makes it unethical. Its capabilities and resources set very strict constraints on when it is used, who is using it, where it is used and for how long. As discussed in this report, most of these aspects can be resolved with technological means, e.g. strong authentication, authorization protocols, blurring of faces on camera images (many of which have already been implemented in the prototype). Nevertheless, it is important to note that while there is a solid European framework on Data Privacy, the fragmentation of the legal system in each member country implies further and different constraints. Moreover, practically each member country has its own system to deal with such extreme events, setting even more practical constraints in terms of a unified approach as each member has different authorization models, different procedures and different structures. Therefore, even if TACTICS provides a baseline approach, compliant with EU regulations, configuring it for each member possible member state is still an open challenge, specially, when this legal framework is not stable and is subject to changes, but this is out of the scope of this project.
1 Introduction

TACTICS is a cyber-physical system\(^1\) designed to deal with threats to national security involving a potential for mass deaths or catastrophic damage to national critical infrastructures. To avoid such catastrophic damages, TACTICS gets input from the intelligence and operates in a very well defined timeframe to collect information and help anti-terrorist units prevent the strike. For this purpose, and only under specific guarantees and based on specific law, it should be considered justified for a national force to intrude the privacy of individuals for the sake of their security and well-being. One could regard this in accordance with the definition of privacy of Westin Margulis, fitted for the public and not the individual citizen:

“Privacy, as a whole or in part, represents the control of transactions between person(s) and other(s), the ultimate aim of which is to enhance autonomy and/or to minimize vulnerability”\(^2\)

Nevertheless, the capabilities of TACTICS may point to “big-brother” scenarios or oppressive panopticon designs\(^3\), which can certainly be augmented in the eyes of the public after the recent Snowden disclosures on the dataveillance\(^4\) of citizens. The main reason for this is that:

“Both collecting and collating personal information are ways of acquiring power, usually at the expense of the data subject”\(^5\)

As noted by Gutwirth and De Hert, the rationale of both privacy and data protection are those of typical “constitutional tools”:

“the history and the practice of democratic constitutional states [...] always reveal the use and articulation of two distinct constitutional or legal tools. On the one hand there are tools that tend to guarantee non-interference in individual matters and the opacity of the individuals. On the other hand [...] tools that tend to organise and guarantee the transparency and accountability of the powerful. These two instruments have the same ultimate objective, namely the limiting and controlling of power but they realise this ambition in a different way, from a different perspective”\(^6\).

In this regard, citizens have many reasons to be worried about the use of TACTICS, since not only does the system automate the data collection procedures, but it also performs data aggregation and fusion which can further expose innocent citizens\(^7\). However, it is important to understand that privacy cannot be understood isolated from the other human rights; it has to be understood in the wider context. For instance, Etzioni states that:

“privacy is not an absolute value and does not trump all other rights or concerns for the common good”\(^8\) which leads Solove to argue that:

“The value of privacy should be understood in terms of its contributions to society.”\(^9\)


\(^4\) Clarke, Roger. "Introduction to dataveillance and information privacy, and definitions of terms." Roger Clarke's Dataveillance and Information Privacy Pages (1999).


\(^8\) Amitai Etzioni (1999) The Limits of Privacy, Basic Books; NY.

The positive outcome to the society means that privacy violation can be justified if it is for the sake of the common good. In this regard, the use of TACTICS, despite the temporary privacy violations, can be justified, as its scope is to protect citizens from imminent terrorist attacks. This justification is also depicted in the European Charter on Human Rights, and in particular Article 8 which sets limitations and exemptions to privacy. More precisely:

“There shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of this right except as in accordance with the law and is necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national security, public safety or the economic well-being of the country, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.”

Both the right to privacy and the right to the protection of personal data have been also enshrined in the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (EU): respectively as Article 7 and Article 8. As noted above, there is a distinction between data protection and privacy. Nevertheless, the two notions are correlated in many aspects. A fundamental differentiation in regard to where a problem resides is based on whether the collected data concern the private life of the individual. If that is the case, the EU Directive 95/46/EC should always be applied (the so-called Data Protection Directive)\(^{10}\).

While countering terrorism is generally considered a legitimate purpose to set limitations of other rights to preserve the security of the people, there must be some restrictions on how far these limitations can be applied. For example, in the recent judgement concerning the so-called EU Data Retention Directive (cf. section 1.3 below), the EU Court of Justice states that:

“As regards the necessity for the retention of data required by Directive 2006/24, it must be held that the fight against serious crime, in particular against organised crime and terrorism, is indeed of the utmost importance in order to ensure public security and its effectiveness may depend to a great extent on the use of modern investigation techniques. However, such an objective of general interest, however fundamental it may be, does not, in itself, justify a retention measure such as that established by Directive 2006/24 being considered to be necessary for the purpose of that fight.

So far as concerns the right to respect for private life, the protection of that fundamental right requires, according to the Court’s settled case-law, in any event, that derogations and limitations in relation to the protection of personal data must apply only in so far as is strictly necessary.”\(^{11}\)

A previous United Nations Special Rapporteur on respecting human rights while countering terrorism, based on the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights has proposed the following guidelines\(^{12}\):

(a) Any restrictions must be provided by the law ( paras. 11–12);

\(^{10}\) It should be noted that the Data Protection Directive, adopted in 1995, has been transposed by all EU member states (and other non-EU countries). Currently, a major reform of this and other legislative instruments in the field of data protection is undergoing (but has not yet been finalized). Finally, it should be noted that the Data Protection Directive does not cover the processing of personal data for state security and law enforcement purposes (cf. Article 3(2)). This kind of processing is generally regulated at the level of national legislation, and specific forms of data exchange and processing are regulated by other European instruments (e.g. the so-called Council Framework Decision 2008, regulating the transfer of data between member states, or the specific provisions of the Visa Information System, etc.). Nevertheless, it should be also considered that all these forms of processing, including for state (or national) security and law enforcement, have to respect the European Convention of Human Rights, the Charter of Fundamental Rights and the relevant case-law of the European Court of Human Rights and of the EU Court of Justice (and obviously, the national laws, constitutions and the related national case-law).

\(^{11}\) Judgment of the Court (Grand Chamber) of 8 April 2014 (requests for a preliminary ruling from the High Court of Ireland (Ireland) and the Verfassungsgerichtshof (Austria)) – Digital Rights Ireland Ltd (C-293/12) v Minister for Communications, Marine and Natural Resources, Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform, The Commissioner of the Garda Síochána, Ireland and the Attorney General, and Kärntner Landesregierung, Michael Seitlinger, Christof Tschohl and Others (C-594/12), paras 51 and 52 [available online at: http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?docid=150642&mode=req&pageIndex=1&dir=&occ=first&part=1&text=&doclang=EN&cid=81736]. Hereinafter: Joined Cases C-293/12 and C-594/12

\(^{12}\) Scheinin, Martin 'Report of the Special Rapporteur on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms While Countering Terrorism'
(b) The essence of a human right is not subject to restrictions (para. 13);

(c) Restrictions must be necessary in a democratic society (para. 11);

(d) Any discretion exercised when implementing the restrictions must not be unfettered (para. 13);

(e) For a restriction to be permissible, it is not enough that it serves one of the enumerated legitimate aims; it must be necessary for reaching the legitimate aim (para. 14);

(f) Restrictive measures must conform to the principle of proportionality; they must be appropriate to achieve their protective function; they must be the least intrusive instruments amongst those which might achieve the desired result; and they must be proportionate to the interest to be protected (paras. 14–15);

(g) Any restrictions must be consistent with the other rights guaranteed in the ICCPR (para. 18).”

The scope of this deliverable is to highlight some ethical and privacy concerns that arise by the use of the TACTICS system, report some related legal background and propose some technical details on how these could be tackled to make it more privacy-aware. However, this report has no ambition to provide an exhaustive analysis of all ethical, legal and socio-political aspects potentially linked to TACTICS. Two other reports – Deliverables D4.3 and D5.4 – contribute to complete an overview of the main issues, and potential solutions, linked to the development of a TACTICS-like system. Furthermore, it should be noted that these reports should not be considered as an ethical and/or legal validation of the TACTICS system, but a sort of “companion” to the work carried on within the TACTICS project. The main reason is that the very purpose and scope of TACTICS-like systems necessitates an adoption at national level, and therefore a preliminary adjustment, and verification, of its design to specific national legal requirements and administrative constraints. While the European Union (EU) and the international legal frameworks provide essential references and guidance, the conditions of possibility and legitimacy of counter-terrorist systems are highly dependent on national legislations and regulations. Therefore, the decisions taken in each specific implementation of TACTICS would be crucial for the ethical and legal validation of the system, and each time a tailored, and thorough, assessment will be needed.

Finally, it is important to note that the validation system that was built to evaluate the efficacy of the whole project, and that it was deliberately designed to be modular in several aspects to allow extensibility for future technologies and features. While some initial measures to secure the system have already been implemented, many features regarding privacy were tested separately, but were not included in the complete validation system. The main reasons for not including them in the validation system were the performance overhead, and that many of these methods cannot be found in commercial projects, but only experimental academia projects, therefore, not stable enough for validation on the TACTICS maturity level. However, the architecture of the project can easily be adapted to embed them.
2 Legal and ethical aspects of surveillance

Generally, the term surveillance is associated with the video surveillance systems; however, nowadays this notion has been extended to also include other means. The scope of surveillance is to monitor groups and individuals in order to prevent an unlawful action or timely detect it. However, it must be proportionate to the problem it is trying to solve\(^\text{13}\). EU laws permit the use of surveillance or interception of communications\(^\text{14}\) as long as this is provided for by law and it constitutes a necessary measure in the interest of: protecting state security, public safety, the monetary interests of the state or the suppression of criminal offences; or protecting the data subject or the rights and freedoms of others. In this regard, the use of these methods within TACTICS is legitimate, nevertheless, the amount of information that is collected from individuals, must be justified and subject to the level of threat of each stage, to avoid excessive privacy invasion of individuals who are not involved. It should be highlighted that the nature of current surveillance systems extends their scope, as most of them fuse information with other sources. For instance, a camera provides number plate detection or face detection and it is connected with a database to identify the car or individuals, or automated cross-checking the passenger list with the payments and the database of suspected terrorists. Therefore, modern surveillance is extended to what is now called dataveillance, which has been proven far more effective.

Despite its effectiveness, dataveillance is prone to profiling as a means to aggregate the results that are presented to the controller. The initial definition of profiling was given by Clarke according to whom: “It is a means of generating suspects or prospects from within a large population, and involves inferring a set of characteristics of a particular class of person from past experience, then searching data-holdings for individuals with a close fit to that set of characteristics”\(^\text{15}\). While this definition matches very well with the common practice of everyone to interpret things in our daily lives, the results of profiling in surveillance can introduce many ethical issues as it can easily introduce biases based on sex, religion, look or race of the data objects and be used to limit their freedom and invade their privacy without any actual evidence.

Mass dataveillance, also defined by Clarke, “is concerned with groups of people and involves a generalized suspicion that some (as yet unidentified) members of the group may be of interest.” The key difference in this case, compared to individual dataveillance is that it involves many individuals and all their transactions “Whether or not they appear to be exceptional.”. The concerns about mass dataveillance, the applied methods and its extent have been drastically augmented after the latest revelations from Snowden. Nevertheless, the Commission acknowledges that: “(…) the ever growing importance, in terms of legislative activity, of the area of Justice, Freedom and Security (…) increasingly (…) raise fundamental rights issues”\(^\text{16}\), which more or less accepts that the balance between human rights and security that was held for many years has been disrupted by the recent terrorist events, forcing a trade-off between security and rights. Therefore, it can be considered legitimate, up to a certain degree\(^\text{17}\), to limit some rights to provide security\(^\text{18}\).

It should be understood that some resources, e.g. traffic cameras, are governed by specific legal bases, therefore the data processing is allowed for a specific purpose only. Even if the data are used for another legitimate purpose for the sake of public safety, their legitimate processing is limited to its initially specified purpose. Therefore, further processing, especially the use from a third party such as the TACTICS system,

---

\(^{13}\) On 24/7/2013, the Information Commissioner of UK issued a decision asking the Hertfordshire police to stop using their vehicle plate tracking system. The reason was that collected data were stored in the databases for far longer than needed, exposing further information about individuals.

\(^{14}\) Note that this involves electronic communications pertains not only to the content of a communication but also to traffic data, such as information about who communicated with whom, when and for how long, and location data, such as from where data were communicated.


\(^{18}\) Articles 3.2 and 3.5, 21.2 (a) and (c) of the Treaty on the European Union.
requires legal justification, which in most of these cases are governed by national security laws that vary in each EU member. Note that Convention 108, Article 8(a) introduces the transparency principle allowing each data subject to access their data whenever they are processed, the use of TACTICS falls within the exemptions of Articles 10 and 11, nevertheless, this implies that it should justify all actions to the according authorities. For instance, in Köpke v. Germany\textsuperscript{19} the use of covert surveillance video within a workplace to determine whether an individual was stealing was considered a legitimate means to achieve the goal. On the contrary, in Allan v. the United Kingdom\textsuperscript{20} the court decided that secretly recording (through audio and video) all the conversations of a prisoner with one of his visitors and with a co-accused was invading the right to private life. It should be highlighted that while one could justify these actions by the fact that they could provide additional information regarding the legal case, at that period the UK had no legal regulations regarding the use of covert recording devices by the police. Finally, due to the proper use of safeguards to regulate information flow, the court concluded that there had not been a violation of Article 8 of the ECHR in case of Klass and Others v. Germany\textsuperscript{21} as the interception of communication was in accordance with German legislature and justified to preserve the interests of national security and prevent disorder or crime.

Due to the huge amount of data, it is practically impossible to have operators monitor all the data that a system such as TACTICS can collect and process. The system, as a human artefact, can have bugs, but the bigger danger is that such systems try to link information from different sources in order to connect them to a specific goal. During this process and the constraint that facts are definitely connected, a system can derive very loose links and overlook obvious logical constraints wrongly identifying an individual into certain categories.

Within the context of surveillance, TACTICS focusses on a limited set of specific technologies: biometrics and the detection of deviant behaviour. The legal and ethical aspects of both are discussed in the next subsections and chapter. The legal and ethical framework around biometrics is more mature, so this warrants a more extensive deliberation in a separate chapter.

2.1 Ethical implications of detecting deviant behaviour

One of the important issues that are raised from the use of TACTICS is the detection of deviant behaviour, i.e. predictive behavioural profiling. TACTICS end users can apply this in different use cases or combinations thereof.

First, they can choose to have trained professionals look for deviant behaviour. Based on interaction with the public, these professionals can decide to select individuals for further security questioning. Second, they can use ICT systems, such as behavioural camera’s, to look for specific predefined patterns of behaviour.

The main challenge in this regard is how to define deviant behaviour, as in principle there is no average human behaviour. TACTICS describes nine different kinds of deviant behaviour\textsuperscript{22}, and does not enforce or prevent specific kinds.

It is quite common to create many misunderstandings by removing the context from some actions and reactions. The human factor has simultaneously several benefits and shortcomings, especially when it comes to the evaluation of a given event. While one could infer many important details from the context of the event, the body language and human interaction, it is very difficult to remove personal biases, which in the case of TACTICS can lead to discrimination based on ethnicity, age or gender, or even unnecessary casualties. The automated approach that the TACTICS system introduces has the potential to increase this impact. For instance, the fact that a camera shows a citizen sweating while standing in the queue could have different interpretations, the citizen was running to get to the queue on time, or that the temperature is high. Therefore, if the system is programmed to highlight sweating as a deviant behaviour, e.g. caused from anxiety, lying etc., then the amount of false positives is potentially very high. Nevertheless, a “human sensor” could easily realize this context and not signal any alert. Note that signalling an alert by the TACTICS system could lead to further actions with possible privacy invasion to the citizen, which in the aforementioned case could be unnecessary and unjustified. On the other hand, while a “human sensor” could understand the

\textsuperscript{19} http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/sites/eng/pages/search.aspx?i=001-101536#("itemid":"001-101536")
\textsuperscript{20} http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/sites/eng/pages/search.aspx?i=001-60713#("itemid":"001-60713")
\textsuperscript{21} http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/sites/eng/pages/search.aspx?i=001-57510#("itemid":"001-57510")
\textsuperscript{22} TACTICS conceptual solution description D3.1
context, as every human being he would be subject to personal biases, which can greatly vary, ranging from political to religious or from racial to economical to name a few.

To balance the above shortcomings, the TACTICS system must rely on undoubtful and objective deviant behaviour, derived from objective measurements which cannot have different interpretations. Some clear examples of the above include, but are not limited to, sensing that an individual has entered a sensitive/unauthorized or undesignated area, left baggage have been traced, or the detection of ammunition or poisonous materials. The above measurements can be considered objective as not only are they deprived of the personal perspective and bias, but they are repeatable facts which are self-evident and can justify further actions.

It should be understood that automated processes, even if they are unbiased, can lead to discriminative decisions, as the bulk of mining algorithms are based on ideal presumptions where the sample population has specific attributes. By changing the sample population and using a real-world scenario where the population has different attributes or has different analogies, then the methods can easily lead to biased results, as the methodology is not applied to the model it was supposed to23. A clear example of such case is the very well-known of Huber v Bundesrepublik Deutschland24.

Note that while domestic laws may apply to the use of sensitive personal data, the EU law, in Article 8 of the Data Protection Directive, has specific rules on how to process categories of data that reveal: racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade union membership or information on health or sex life. It is understood that while the processing of sensitive data is prohibited, the use of the TACTICS system resides within Article 8 (2) and (3) of the directive providing specific exemptions as it is for the vital interests and legitimate interests of others and public interest. Nevertheless, this exemption is subject to constraints regarding its legitimacy. Generally, the purpose of processing these data must have been specified by the controller prior to the data processing through declaration to the appropriate supervisory authority or, at the least, by internal documentation which must be made available by the controller for inspection by the supervisory authorities, as the processing of personal data for undefined and/or unlimited purposes is unlawful.


3 Legal and ethical aspects of biometrics

This section discusses the legal and ethical aspects of the usage of biometrics, presenting first the relevant general aspects and then their application to TACTICS.

TACTICS end users can encounter biometric personal data in different use cases. The first use case is identification of terrorists (black list) amidst urban citizens. This would require previously recorded biometric data of known terrorists, and the recording of biometric data of all passers-by. This is therefore also known as “perpetrator focused”.

The second use case is the authorization of certain citizens (whitelist), and raising an alarm on everyone else. This could be used in a closed environment where only known inhabitants are allowed. This requires previously recorded biometric data of known citizens, and the recording of biometric data of all passers-by.

The third use case is to recognise that the same person is visiting one location too many times, or a combination of locations in a wrong order. For example, if the modus operandi includes scouting the area around high risk objects, then an alarm could be raised if the same person walks around multiple objects within a short time frame. This use case can also be generalised further, to detect if the same people where involved in multiple suspicious situations.

Each of these use cases could use data capture subsystems that are dedicated to TACTICS, or subsystems from friendly systems. For example, a bank could use biometrics for access control. If the modus operandi includes a visit to that bank, than biometric data could be requested from that bank. This means that a broad ethical and legal analysis of the use of biometrics is required.

3.1 General legal aspects of biometric data protection relevant to the TACTICS system

The ever increasing use of the ICT systems (e.g. for security and safety purposes) such as TACTICS, and of the biometrics systems in particular, may raise concerns regarding the privacy issues – that the users’ right to privacy and to the protection of their personal data may be infringed upon. In the case of biometric systems, there is a real risk that the collection, storage and processing of personal data, including the sensitive data, will be carried out without the user being aware of it. This implies a lack of control over the data and that the user will not have the opportunity to express freely their consent to the biometric data being processed. On the other hand, it has to be remembered that personal data protection and the right to privacy can be limited in duly justified cases, when broadly understood security for the entire society needs to be ensured (e.g. counterterrorism). Therefore, in this section the general regulations for biometric data protection, the soft-law, the prospective law and the impact of S. and Marper vs. the United Kingdom case will be discussed.

3.1.1 Introduction to the problem

In the era of a wide use of ICT systems, especially applied to security purposes (such as TACTICS) there is an ever increasing risk that the users’ right to privacy and to the protection of their personal data may be infringed upon, particularly in the case of biometric systems.

The collection, storage and processing of biometric data (and personal data, more generally) should be carried out only upon an informed consent of the data subject, who should have control over their data.

In the European Union law, in the international public law and in the national laws, there are many legal guarantees for the protection of personal data and of the right to privacy, the main ones being:

- Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union\(^{25}\) (article 7 and 8),
- European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms,
- Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data (Convention No. 108)\(^{26}\).

The human right to privacy and to personal data protection is therefore broadly protected but the question arises as to whether the same protection exists for the processing of both biometric and of sensitive data. The main legal acts and important documents governing the matter of biometric data protection are the following:

- Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data (Convention No. 108),
- OECD Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data,
- Directive 95/46/EC of 24 October 1995 on the protection of personal data and on the free movement of such data,
- Council Framework Decision 2008/977/JHA of 27th November 2008 on the protection of personal data processed in the framework of police and judicial cooperation in criminal matters,
- Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of The Council On 25th of January 2014 on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data by competent authorities for the purposes of prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal offences or the execution of criminal penalties, and the free movement of such data,
- Charter of Fundamental Rights of The European Union.

Directive 95/46/EC and Council of Europe Convention No. 108 apply to the processing that requires biometric data, although they do not contain specific provisions relating to biometric data or biometrics. They provide that the processing of biometric data requires acquiring, transmitting, processing, recording and storage of the sound or image data related to individuals. Biometric data are a special category of personal data.

The terms related to biometrics and to biometric data can be found in documents being the so-called soft law, e.g. in the opinions of the Working Party on the Article 29 on the Protection of Personal Data. The notion of biometric data was also defined in the Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of The Council on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data (General Data Protection Regulation), drafted in 2012, as “any data relating to the physical, physiological or behavioural characteristics of an individual which allow their unique identification, such as facial images, or dactyloscopic data”. This definition is general and may lead to abuse of privacy rights, particularly if data from DNA samples are processed. The provisions of the Proposal only address the issue of “identification” of an individual and do not cover the issue of authentication. The case that introduced new legal standards for biometric data collecting and processing by the UK police was the case of S. and Marper v. the United Kingdom (judgment in 2008) and confirmed that biometric data are considered as private data.

Therefore, in this section the general regulations for biometric data protection, the soft-law, the prospective law and the impact of S. and Marper vs. the United Kingdom case will be discussed.

---


27 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Adopted and opened for signature, ratification and accession by General Assembly resolution 2200A (XXI) of 16 December 1966 entry into force 23 March 1976, in accordance with Article 49.


29 Doc. COM/2012/010 final - 2012/0010 (COD), Brussels 25.01.2012.
3.1.2 Regulations for personal data protection

In the European Union law, in the international public law and in the national laws, there are many legal guarantees for the protection of personal data and of the right to privacy. The main legal acts governing this matter are, among others, the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995 on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data, Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data, International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. The human right to the privacy and to the protection of personal data is therefore broadly protected, both within the international and the EU law. However, the question may be asked here whether the same protection exists for the processing of both biometric and of sensitive data. The issues concerning the interrelationships between biometrics and both personal data protection and the right to privacy, have been discussed in many papers, reviews and reports. Those documents show that the existing regulations may be applied in the case of the use of the biometric technology.

3.1.3 Regulations for biometric data protection

The legal bases for the protection of biometric data are contained in several legal acts, depending on the legal regime. On 28th of January 1981 the Council of Europe adopted an international treaty, i.e. the Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data, known as the Convention No. 108. The standards contained in the Convention No. 108, supplemented in subsequent years by the collections of recommended standards, created the foundations of the European system of personal data protection. The provisions of the Convention No. 108 are in force only in the sphere of public law and they do not cause any legal effect directly on the citizens of the countries that have ratified it. A little earlier, on 23rd of September 1980, the OECD has adopted a recommendation concerning the guidelines on the protection of privacy and the flow of personal data across borders. On 24th of October 1995, the European Parliament and the Council of the European Union issued the Directive 95/46/EC of 24th October 1995 on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data. The provisions contained in the directive are more specific than those in the Convention No. 108. But they are not contradictory to them. The basic idea behind the introduction of the directive was to realize two basic objectives: to protect the fundamental right to data protection and to ensure the free flow of data between the member states.

---

33 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Adopted and opened for signature, ratification and accession by General Assembly resolution 2200A (XXI) of 16 December 1966 entry into force 23 March 1976, in accordance with Article 49.
35 E.g. recommendation No. R (83) 10 of 23.09.1983 on the protection of personal data used for scientific research and statistics, recommendation No. R (86) 1 of 23.01.1986 on the protection of personal data used for social security purposes or Recommendation No. R (89) 2 of 18.01.1989 on the protection of personal data used for employment purposes
This act was supplemented by the Council Framework Decision 2008/977/JHA of 27th November 2008 on the protection of personal data processed in the framework of police and judicial cooperation in criminal matters, which is a general instrument at the European Union level in the fields of personal data protection in the area of police cooperation and judicial cooperation in criminal matters. The Framework Decision 2008/977/JHA is, however, limited in scope, as it relates to cross-border data processing but does not include the processing of this data by the police and judicial authorities at a purely national level. In addition, the Framework Decision leaves the member states a wide margin of freedom when it comes to national provisions implementing the Decision.

New standards for the protection of personal data in the fields of law enforcement and crime prevention, as well as in the field of international relations will be ensured through the laws that are not yet in force now. On 25th of January 2014 a Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data by competent authorities for the purposes of prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal offences or the execution of criminal penalties, and the free movement of such data has been adopted.

The article 1 defines the scope of the directive, i.e. the rules regarding the processing of personal data for the purposes of prevention of crimes, of investigation on crimes, their detection and prosecution or for the execution of criminal penalties. The provision contained in art. 1 also shows the dual purpose of the directive, namely the protection of fundamental rights and freedoms of individuals (and in particular of their right to the protection of personal data, while keeping the public safety at a high level) and ensuring the exchange of personal data between competent authorities in the European Union.

The art. 3 of the directive contains the definitions of terms used in it. Some of the definitions are taken from the Directive 95/46/EC and from the Framework Decision 2008/977/JHA, but some new terms have also been introduced, such as "genetic data" and "biometric data". "Biometric data" has been defined as any data relating to the physical, physiological or behavioural characteristics of an individual which allow their unique identification, such as facial images, or dactyloscopic data (art. 3.11 of the draft directive). "Genetic data" are defined in the art. 3.10 as all data, of whatever type, concerning the characteristics of an individual which are inherited or acquired during early prenatal development.

The legal basis related to the protection of personal data (biometric data) are also included in the Charter of Fundamental Rights of The European Union which provides in the art. 8 that everyone has the right to the protection of their personal data. Such data must be processed fairly, for the purposes clearly specified and with the consent of the person concerned or based on some other legitimate basis laid down by law. According to this provision, everyone has the right of access to the data concerning him or her and the right to have it rectified. As is stressed in the jurisdiction of the EU Court of Justice, the right to the protection of personal data

---


41 The Charter of Fundamental Rights also lays down other rights, in which may be seen the potential interference and connection with the idea of personal data protection and the right to privacy. The most important ones are the freedom of expression (Article 11 of the Chart); freedom of economic activities (Article 16); property law, in particular the protection of industrial property (Article 17, 2); prohibition of discrimination against other persons based on factors such as race, ethnic origin, genetic features, religion or belief, political or any other opinion, disability or sexual orientation (Article 21); rights of the child (Article 24); right to a high level of protection of human health (Article 35), right of access to documents (Article 42); right to an effective remedy and to a fair trial (Article 47).
personal data is not an absolute right and should be analysed in the context of the function it plays in society.\(^{42}\)

### 3.1.4 Limitations of the current regulations

It should be emphasized that the Directive 95/46/EC and Council of Europe Convention No. 108 do not contain specific provisions relating to biometric data or biometrics\(^{43}\). Although the term "biometrics" does not appear in the directive and in the convention, it may be concluded from the content of the provisions contained in the above acts that the processing of biometric data requires "acquiring, transmitting, processing, recording and storage of the sound or image data related to individuals". Therefore, both the directive and the convention apply to the processing that requires such data.

The analysis of the provisions contained in the Directive 95/46/EC allows to conclude that biometric data are a special category of personal data. The representatives of the doctrine also show similar findings\(^{44}\). It should be remembered that the personal data is the data allowing to identify the individuals to whom it applies (art. 2.a of the Directive 95/46/EC, art. 2.a of the Convention No. 108). This assessment should be carried out separately by each of the entities processing the data\(^{45}\).

Some guidance on this can be found in paragraph 26 of the preamble to the Directive 95/45/EC. It is stated there that the principles of the data protection must apply to any information concerning an identified or identifiable person. In order to determine whether a person is identifiable, account should be taken of all the ways the administrator of the data or any other person can use to identify the given person. In case the data is anonymous, the principles of the data protection do not apply to them. The provisions of the directive do not therefore apply to personal data (biometric data) which are anonymous.

### 3.1.5 Biometric data protection in soft law

The terms related to biometrics and to biometric data can be found in documents being the so-called soft law, e.g. in the opinions of the Working Party on the Article 29 on the Protection of Personal Data\(^{46}\). In one such opinion of 2003 on biometrics it has been noted that biometric data is the data of a special nature, since it relates to the behavioural and physiological characteristics of a person and can lead to the direct identification of the person\(^{47}\). This data can be defined as biological, physiological or life characteristics or repetitive behaviours, when these characteristics and/or behaviours concern uniquely a given person and, at the same time, are measurable, even if the patterns used in practice to measure them are characterized by a certain degree of probability.

---

\(^{42}\) Judgment of the Court (Grand Chamber) of 9 November 2010, Volker und Markus Schecke GbR (C-92/09) and Hartmut Efert (C-93/09) v Land Hessen.


\(^{45}\) For details see X. Konarski, Internet i prawo w praktyce, Warszawa 2002, s. 113-116.

\(^{46}\) The Data Protection Working Party has been established by Article 29 of Directive 95/46/EC. It is the independent EU Advisory Body on Data Protection and Privacy. Its tasks are laid down in Article 30 of Directive 95/46/EC and in Article 14 of Directive 97/66/EC.

\(^{47}\) Article29 - Data Protection Working Party, Working document on biometrics, 12168/02/ENWP 80, adopted on 1 August 2003, p. 2.
The typical examples of biometric data are fingerprints, retinal patterns, facial structure, voice, as well as hand geometry, veins structure or even skills or other characteristics and behaviours that can be combined (such as e.g. the signature, keystrokes, a particular way of walking or speaking)\(^{48}\).

One of the basic characteristics of biometric data is that it can be considered as the content of the information and the link between a particular person and a certain information. It may be concluded that biometric data are a kind of "identifiers". The biometric data is used to detect a person's identity.

3.1.6 Impact of S. and Marper vs. UK case

In the European human rights protection system, the efficiency of safeguards protecting broadly understood privacy rights and personal data (including but not limited to biometrics) is affected by a number of factors. One of them are is the case law of the European Court of Human Rights and the European Court of Justice, although for the most part it concerns legal protection of personal data, as judgments relating to biometrics are relatively innumerous. In Strasbourg case law there has been a discernible evolution in the approach towards protecting personal data contained in public data repositories, aimed at developing specific legislation in this regard\(^{49}\).

On 4 December 2008 the European Court of Human Rights passed its judgment in the case of S. and Marper v. the United Kingdom\(^{50}\). This break-through case introduced new legal standards for biometric data collecting and processing by the UK police\(^{51}\). Furthermore, the ECHR judgment confirmed that biometric data are considered as private data. In the case in question the petitioners claimed that their right to privacy provided for in Article 8 of the European Convention of Human Rights\(^{52}\) had been violated. In their petition they explained that after they had been cleared of charges (or after the criminal procedure had been discontinued) their fingerprints, cell samples and DNA profiles were not deleted and therefore could be used again\(^{53}\). The Court found that the categories of personal data listed by the petitioners and stored by the state (fingerprints, cell samples and DNA profiles) constituted personal data within the meaning of the data protection convention\(^{54}\), because they were related to identified or identifiable individuals\(^{55}\). The Court drew attention to the fact that the said data contained a great number of sensitive information on an individual, including his/her medical condition.

3.1.7 Prospected law and possible interpretation problems

The notion of biometric data was defined in the Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of The Council on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data (General Data Protection Regulation)\(^{56}\), drafted in 2012. In accordance with the legal definition contained in Article 4(11) of the said Proposal, “biometric data means any data relating to the physical, physiological or behavioural characteristics of an individual which allow their unique identification, such as facial images, or dactyloscopic data”.

The definition proposed by the European legislator is rather general. As a matter of consequence it may lead to abuse of privacy rights, particularly if data from DNA samples are processed. Information stored in human DNA is classified as sensitive data and should therefore be protected by safeguards more powerful than those used to protect such biometrics as fingerprints. Rules governing DNA sample data processing should


\(^{49}\) In one of its judgments, the ECHR found that information that is systematically stored and processed in public administration systems may lead to privacy violations. Cf. Judgment 04.05.2000, Case of Rotaru v. Romania, Application no. 28341/95, § 43 and 44.

\(^{50}\) Applications nos. 30562/04 and 30566/04.

\(^{51}\) More information can be found in the next subchapter.

\(^{52}\) Ibidem, § 58.

\(^{53}\) Ibidem, § 71.

\(^{54}\) Convention 108 of the Council of Europe of 28 January 1981 for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data.

\(^{55}\) § 68 of the judgment in the case of S. and Marper v. the United Kingdom.

be addressed in a separate regulation. Attention is drawn to the fact that the definition put forward in the Proposal identifies two examples of biometric modalities that can be used for data processing. Facial images and dactyloscopic data are commonly used across a variety of ICT systems. Quite importantly, biometric authentication can be effected by analysing a fairly high number of features, such as palm geometry, iris and retina recognition, or signature biometrics. Given the pace at which biometric technologies have been developing recently, there are reasonable grounds to believe that the range of human features used for biometric purposes will keep growing.

Furthermore, the provisions of the Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of The Council on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data (General Data Protection Regulation) only address the issue of “identification” of an individual. However, biometric systems allow for both biometric identification and biometric authentication. Furthermore, it needs not to be forgotten that technical sciences define biometric authentication as a process of comparing biometric data of an individual (sampled in real time during the process) with a unique biometric model stored in the device (the so-called “one-to-one” matching process). Thus, the wording used in the definition contained in the proposed legislation is all the more surprising. As a matter of consequence, the imprecise nature of the provision presented in Article 4(11) of the Proposal may cause interpretation problems in the future.

3.1.8 Summary

Legal regulations provide a broad protection for the human right to privacy and to personal data protection. The protection is weaker in case of biometric and sensitive data. Biometric data are a special category of personal data and as such are covered by the provisions related to personal data protection.

There exist some legal acts and soft law documents that address the issue of biometry directly (fully or partly) but they are not fully coherent and do not cover all the aspects related to this question. There is a new European Union law that will regulate this question, i.e. the Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of The Council on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data, drafted in 2012. But experts point at some questions that are not covered by this act and at the provisions that may lead to different interpretations and so it appears that some precisions would still be needed at this level, for biometric data to be well protected. Biometric technologies are developing at a fast pace, the range of human features used for biometric purposes will keep growing, and so the regulations should be updated regularly so to reflect those changes.

It needs to be emphasized that in duly justified cases the right to personal data protection and the right to privacy can be limited. None of those rights are of absolute nature. More often than not, the underlying reason for introducing such limitation is the need to ensure broadly understood security for the entire society.

Concluding, the threat is that the necessary balance between the two values seems to be missing, and ‘war on terrorism’ becomes a justification for limiting personal data protection rights. Therefore the legal principles and requirements shall be fulfilled in ICT systems (such as TACTICS) applied to security and counterterrorism.

3.2 Legal principles and requirements for biometric data processing in TACTICS

The use of biometric technologies for authorization and authentication involves the processing of a special category of personal data, i.e. biometric data. The processing of biometric data must be done in accordance with the fundamental legal principles related to the personal data protection. The most important of those are the principles of proportionality, fairness, legality and expediency. All of those legal principles and requirements for using biometric data should be fulfilled in ICT systems like TACTICS. Therefore, the goal of this section is to present and shortly describe those legal principles and requirements.

3.2.1 Introduction

Processing of biometric data is used for an automatic verification or identification. Verification is based on the unique identifier distinguishing a particular person (e.g. an identification number) and on biometric characteristics of that person, and so it is based on a combination of authentication methods. Identification is based on biometric measurements only. It involves comparing the measurements results with the entire
Biometric data can be processed after they have been retrieved from the biometric pattern (e.g. a fingerprint or an iris of eye image). Biometric pattern, which is an organized reduction of the biometric image, is represented in the digital form and stored in the database. Alternatively, the data processing is done on the basis of raw biometric data. Patterns can be stored in the biometric device, in a central database or on plastic, optical or electronic cards.

The legal bases for the processing of biometric data, being a special category of personal data, are contained, among others, in Directive 95/46/EC and Convention No. 108. Important information that may be interpreted as related to biometric data processing may be found as early as in points 14 and 15 of the preamble to Directive 95/46/EC. According to point 14: “Whereas, given the importance of the developments under way, in the framework of the information society, of the techniques used to capture, manipulate, record, store or communicate sound and image data relating to natural persons, this Directive should be applicable to processing involving such data.”

When considering the mutual relationship between the law and biometrics, the opinions developed by the Working Party on the Article 29 on the Protection of Personal Data are an especially valuable source of knowledge. In a document drawn up in 2003, the Working Party has established several fundamental issues, stressing that the principle of proportionality played a key role in processing of biometric data. The application of this principle in the context of biometrics has also been commented by the Consultative Committee of Convention No. 108.

3.2.2 Requirements for biometric data processing (in TACTICS)

It is widely recognized that the requirement of acting in a fair and lawful manner is the main principle setting the standards for personal data protection. But the principle of proportionality and the purpose of personal data processing are one of the most important rules that relate to personal data processing in biometric systems. The application of the principle of proportionality in biometric technologies means that the developers of applications or biometric systems should weigh their application in relation to the right to privacy. This makes that this principle is closely linked to the idea of personal data protection. According to the principle of proportionality, it must be examined whether the goal can be achieved in a less invasive manner, without prejudice to the right to privacy.

Biometric data must be processed in accordance with Article 6 of Directive 95/46/EC. This means that the data should be processed in a fair and lawful manner. It should also be collected in clearly defined and legitimate purposes and it cannot be further processed in a way incompatible with those purposes. Further


58 Article 29 - Data Protection Working Party, Working document on biometrics, 12168/02/ENWP 80, adopted on 1 August 2003, p. 4.


64 M. Jagielski, Prawo do ochrony danych osobowych. Standardy europejskie, p.78-87.
processing of data for historical, statistical or scientific purposes shall not be considered as incompatible with the regulations, provided that EU member states ensure appropriate safeguards. Similar provisions relating to biometric data processing can be found in Article 5 of Convention No. 108.

According to the opinions of the Working Party on the Article 29 on the Protection of Personal Data, some other aspects should also be taken into account when processing biometrics data. They relate to the principles of collecting information in a fair way and of processing information legitimately. Processing of biometric data must be based on one of the conditions of legality provided for in Article 7 of Directive 95/46/EC.

The first such condition of legality defined in Article 7 (a) of Directive 95/46/EC is that the data subject has unambiguously given his consent for the processing of data. The Directive specifies in Article 2 (h) the concept of the "consent of the data subject". According to the legal definition contained in that provision 'the data subject’s consent' shall mean any freely given specific and informed indication of his wishes by which the data subject signifies his agreement to personal data relating to him being processed. The concept of this consent consists of several components. Among those are the right to revoke the consent given previously and the right to give the consent before the processing of biometric data takes place. Not always, however, will it be possible that the consent is given on a conscious and voluntary basis. In the case of biometric systems (e.g. using for authentication the face image derived from surveillance recordings) it is hard to speak about the voluntary and informed consent of the subject of biometric data. In such case, the base of legitimacy of data processing can be found in the further part of the provision contained in Article 7 of Directive 95/46/EC. In accordance with Article 7 (b), processing of biometric data may be necessary for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is party or in order to take steps at the request of the data subject prior to entering into a contract. In such case we are dealing with a situation in which the parties entered into a contract and the need to undergo a specific procedure is its essential element. For example, a person enters into a contract with the bank, and the contract stipulates that the check of the person’s identity will be carried out with the use of fingerprints (e.g. login to the ATM).

### 3.2.3 Case: M. Schwartz vs. Stadt Bochum

The legal basis for the processing of biometric data can also be found in Article 7 (c) of Directive 95/46/EC, in case the data processing is necessary for compliance with a legal obligation to which the controller is subject. For example, in the countries within the Schengen area, there is an obligation to issue passports with biometric data. The authority issuing such a document obliges citizens to submit fingerprints and to deliver a digital photo. The legislation adopted by the EU legislator introducing the obligation to provide fingerprints for the purpose of issuing passports are not always accepted by the society. In 2013, a German citizen M. Schwarz applied to the relevant departments of the Stadt Bochum (city of Bochum) for a passport, while opposing the obligation of providing the fingerprints. On 8 November 2007, the authorities concerned with the case stated that the passport cannot be issued without the mandatory provision of fingerprints. The legal basis for the adverse decision regarding M. Schwarz was Article 4 (3) of the German law on passports of 19 April 1986, as amended by the law of 30 July 2009.

---

65 According to point 28 of Directive 95/46/WE, "Whereas any processing of personal data must be lawful and fair to the individuals concerned; whereas, in particular, the data must be adequate, relevant and not excessive in relation to the purposes for which they are processed; whereas such purposes must be explicit and legitimate and must be determined at the time of collection of the data; whereas the purposes of processing further to collection shall not be incompatible with the purposes as they were originally specified".

66 According to Article 5 of Convention: “Personal data undergoing automatic processing shall be: a) obtained and processed fairly and lawfully; b) stored for specified and legitimate purposes and not used in a way incompatible with those purposes; c) accurate, relevant and not excessive in relation to the purposes for which they are stored; d) accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date; e) preserved in a form which permits identification of the data subjects for no longer than is required for the purpose for which those data are stored”.


As a result, M. Schwarz filed a court complaint, in which he demanded that the referring court ordered Stadt Bochum to issue the passport without fingerprinting. He was proving that the provisions of Article 1 (2) of Regulation No 2252/2004, as amended\textsuperscript{70}, which are the source of the obligation of the member states to retrieve two fingerprints from each person applying for a passport, were void. In the present case, the court shared the view of the plaintiff and on 12 June 2012 referred a question for a preliminary ruling to the Court of Justice.

The Court of Justice in case C-291/12\textsuperscript{71} examined among others whether the Article 1 (2) of Regulation No 2252/2004 may violate the right to the personal data protection and the right to privacy. The Court relied on Article 8 of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and on Article 8 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union. In Case C-291/12 it was stated that the obligation contained in Article 1 (2) of Regulation No 2252/2004 as amended relating to the collection and storage of fingerprints by the national authorities, is a violation of the fundamental right to the personal data protection\textsuperscript{72}. The judgment emphasized that the procedure of taking fingerprints by the competent authorities in the circumstances set out in Article 1 (2) of Regulation No 2252/2004 as amended is mandatory. It further indicated that biometric data are recorded and stored in passports and that there is the possibility of transferring such data to the police authorities without the consent of the person concerned, which obviously constitutes a violation of the right recognized in Article 8 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union. The Court also emphasized that a person applying for a passport may not object to taking and storing their fingerprints. The only exception to this obligation will be when a person does not want to have a passport. In its judgment, the Court of Justice also stated that EU citizens cannot freely object to the processing of their fingerprints. Therefore, it may not be considered in this situation that the consent to the processing of personal data in the form of fingerprints is given on a voluntary basis\textsuperscript{73}.

On the other hand, the arguments contained in the judgment of the Court of Justice indicate that the infringement resulting from the mandatory fingerprinting should be seen as "provided by law", in the meaning of Article 52 (1) of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, as it is expressly provided for in Article 1 (2) of Regulation No 2252/2004 as amended\textsuperscript{74}. Furthermore, it corresponds to the requirements of accessibility, clarity and predictability in accordance with the case law of the European Court of Human Rights. In its judgment, the Court of Justice also indicated that "the rights recognised by Articles 7 and 8 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union are not absolute rights, but must be considered in relation to their function in society"\textsuperscript{75}.

3.2.4 Requirements for TACTICS data controller

It should be noted that the processing of biometric data is possible if it is “necessary for the purposes of the legitimate interests pursued by the controller or by the third party or parties to whom the data are disclosed, except where such interests are overridden by the interests for fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject (…)” (Article 7 (f)).

The Working Party on the Article 29 on the Protection of Personal Data also drew attention to the obligation of the data controller to take technical and organizational measures to protect personal data, and in particular to use such measures since the beginning of the process. Particular caution should be exercised in order to avoid erroneous rejection of the person authorized and erroneous acceptance of the persons unauthorized. The task of the controller is to provide such technical and organizational measures, necessary for the protection of personal data that prevent the accidental or illegal destruction of biometric data or the unauthorized disclosure of such data. This is of special significance in the case where the data processing


\textsuperscript{71} Judgment of the Court (Fourth Chamber) 17 October 2013, C-291/12 - Michael Schwarz v Stadt Bochum.

\textsuperscript{72} Judgment of the Court, C- 291/12, point 30.

\textsuperscript{73} Judgment of the Court, C- 291/12, point 32.

\textsuperscript{74} \textit{Ibidem}, point 34.

\textsuperscript{75} \textit{Ibidem}, point 33.
involves the transmission of data over a network (Article 17 of the directive). Ensuring a high level of security for the processing of biometric data is therefore of particular importance.  

In the case of biometric data processing the central data storage of data for authentication should be avoided. But the fact is that the centralized storage of biometric data is inevitable in the identification, but in this case the principle of proportionality should be applied.  But the question is whether such a method of biometric data storing and processing is not a too deep state interference in the right to privacy? Is it really the case that the purposes of biometric data processing are always "justified"? As pointed out by Els Kindt: "the principle of proportionality has its origins in public law" and its purpose is to protect individuals against undue state interference in the rights of individuals. In the context of respect for human rights the state interference is not allowed if it is not "permitted by law" for "legitimate purposes" and to the extent to which the interference is "substantial". Processing of biometric data in large centralized databases carries the risk of infringement of the right to privacy and personal data protection because of the potentially harmful effects in relation to the persons whose data are processed. The purpose and the principle of proportionality should be applied to biometrics. According to the provisions of Directive 95/46/EC, member states shall ensure that personal data is processed fairly and lawfully. The concept of "fairness" may mean that data processing should not unreasonably violate the privacy, independence and integrity of a person, and that it should be open. And "lawfulness" is a concept that specifies that the processing would not be against the law.

Biometric data should not be kept longer than is necessary (Article 6 (1) (e) of Directive 95/46/EC, Article 5 (e) of Convention No. 108). It is worth adding that the data protection authorities of the EU member states in relation to the legal uses of biometrics, base their decisions on the principle of proportionality. They also check whether the use of biometrics for identification and verification is in line with the requirements of Article 6 of Directive 95/46/EC. Data protection authorities in the EU member states often issued very different opinions on matters related to the use of biometrics in different areas of life. This reflects the existing

78 See e.g. art 8 paragraph 2 of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedom, art. 13 of Directive 95/46/EC, art. 9 of Council of Europe Convention No. 108.
79 For example, the Polish Act on Personal Data Protection dated 29.08.1997 (Journal of Laws of 2002 No. 101, item 926, as amended) indicates that the data processed for the purpose of a legally legitimate aim should be indispensable to achieve this aim. Only this data is used that is indispensable to achieve a given aim, see J. Barta, P. Fajgielski, R. Markiewicz, op. cit., p. 515.
82 Article 6 point a of Convention No. 108 also indicates that personal data undergoing automatic processing shall be obtained and processed fairly and lawfully (art. 5a).
85 For example, the Greek Data Protection Authority (DPA) adopted a restrictive approach to the protection of biometric data, which also is somewhat contradictory. Although the DPA found that processing of biometric data was lawful as regards the data related to access control to security installations in subway stations in Athens (Decision No 9/2003, available at http://www.dpa.gr/pls/portal/docs/PAGE/APDPX/ENGLISH_INDEX/DECISIONS/27%20DECISION%20NO.%2009%20-%2031.03.2003.DOC, dated 26.07.2011), it found that processing of biometric data (fingerprints and iris) was not lawful in relation to data gathered at the airport of Athens within a pilot project on voluntary verification of the identity of the passengers (Decision No. 52/2003,
problems in the application of law in biometrics. This leads to the formation of differences in interpretation of the regulations. This is particularly noticeable in the use of biometric applications in the private sector (e.g. banking, health)\textsuperscript{86}. A controversial issue is the use of fingerprints to control the working time\textsuperscript{87}.

In the case of the processing of biometric data the rights of the data subject cannot be forgotten. In accordance with Article 10 and 11 of the directive and Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, the data subject whose biometric data are being processed, has a right to know who is the controller of the data, what is the purpose of processing the data and how biometric data are used. Such a data subject has the right of access to their biometric data and to rectification, erasure or blocking of data when the terms of such processing have been violated.

It should be noted here that in some cases those rights may be limited. This is the case when such a restriction constitutes a necessary measure to safeguard among others: national security, defence, public security, investigation and prosecution of criminal offenses or of breaches of ethics for regulated professions or important economic or financial interest of a member state or the European Union (Article 13 of Directive 95/46/EC)\textsuperscript{88}. Every person also has the right not to be subject to a decision which is based solely on automated processing of data, and which produces legal effects concerning him or her or has a significant impact on this person, and if the purpose of such data processing is to evaluate certain aspects relating to him or her of a personal nature (e.g. behaviour).

3.2.5 Summary

In this section, there are several legal principles and requirements that are related to biometric data processing - a special category of personal data. Those are specified mainly in Article 6 of Directive 95/46/EC and in Article 5 of Convention No. 108. There also are some requirements as to biometric data processing in the documents of the Working Party on the Article 29 on the Protection of Personal Data.

The main principles are the ones of proportionality, fairness, legality and expediency. Proportionality means that data should be adequate, relevant and not excessive in relation to the purposes for which they are stored. Fairness mainly means that data processing should not unreasonably violate the privacy, independence and integrity of a person. Data should also be obtained and processed lawfully (principle of legality). Expediency means that data should be stored for specified and legitimate purposes and not used in a way incompatible with those purposes. Other requirements are data accuracy and validity (but it is not always that data should be kept up to date). Protection of data subject identity is an important principle, meaning that data should be preserved in a form which permits identification of the data subjects for no longer than is required for the purpose for which those data are stored, as well as ensuring basic rights of data subject. Data subject whose biometric data are being processed has a right to know who the controller of the data is, what the purpose of processing the data is and how biometric data are used. Such a data subject has the right of access to their biometric data and to rectification, erasure or blocking of data when the terms of such processing have been violated. There are some requirements on the data controller, as

\begin{itemize}
\item However, in 2010 in a similar case the Greek DPA issued a positive decision on the use of biometric data at the airport "Macedonia" in Greece. A pilot project, "Turbine", was led there within the 7th EU Framework Programme (details available at: http://www.turbine-project.eu/). The DPA has agreed to the use of biometric data for research purposes, if some restrictive conditions are met by the controllers. For details see Decision No. 31/2010 available at http://www.dpa.gr/pls/portal/docs/PAGE/APDPX/ENGLISH_INDEX/DECISIONS/DECISION%2031%202010%20EN_FINAL.PDF, of 30.07.2011. It is worth noting that the IRIS system has been introduced in the UK, which scans the iris of passengers who have given their consent. See the website: http://www.ukba.homeoffice.gov.uk/custumstravel/Enteringtheuk/usingiris/, dated 22.10.2011.
\item For the information on biometrics in school see e.g. The use of biometrics in schools, Information. Commissioner’s Office: http://www.ico.gov.uk/upload/documents/library/data_protection/detailed_specialist_guides/fingerprinting_final_view.pdf
\item For the information on biometric data processing in the workplace in Polish regulations see M. Korga, Przetwarzanie danych biometrycznych pracowników w świetle orzeczenia NSA z dnia 1.12.2009 r., (ISK 249/09), Studia Prawnicze, zeszyt 1 (187), Warszawa 2011, p. 125-140.
\item Article 9 of the Convention No. 108 provides that the limitation of rights under article 5, 6 and 8 is justified if it is provided by an internal law, as a necessary measure in a democratic society, for: a) the protection of the country, of financial interests of the state or for the maintenance of public order and security and for the fight against crime; b) the protection of the data subject or the rights and freedoms of others.
\end{itemize}
e.g. ensuring a high level of security for processed data. Data controller must take technical and organizational measures to protect personal data, and in particular to use such measures since the beginning of the process. Particular caution should be exercised in order to avoid erroneous rejection of the person authorized and erroneous acceptance of the persons unauthorized.

The fundamental rights and freedoms of data subject are overpassing the rights of data controller. But, it has to be remembered that in general the rights related to data processing are not absolute ones and may be non-valid if it is not in line with major social interests.
4 Applicable legal (data protection and privacy) requirements for TMT

The main risks related to TACTICS as a system may be seen as (1) the use of potentially unreliable data (cf. the so-called data quality principle); (2) the absence of time limits for the deployment of the system; (3) bias towards specific groups; and (4) the disclosure of organisations’ internal secrets. Mitigating violations of the data quality may be conflicting with demands for accountability concerning the management of data. One possible solution might include implementing a data verification step, but the feasibility of the latter is not unquestioned. There is also no easy solution to the time-related risk. One possible control is to better inform end-users about these dangers through a manual. Finally, in order to avoid disclosure of internal secrets, particular attention may be paid to the data minimization principle as well as to data security.

This chapter analyses the solutions that may prevent the mentioned issues, and other illegal or unethical results of the TMT.

4.1 Data quality

The principle of data quality assures that data is adequate, relevant and not excessive in relation to the purposes for which they are collected and/or further processed [Art. 6(1)], accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date [Art. 6(1)(d)]. There are four issues arising related to data quality with the CMT. One is how the data on capabilities may be preliminary assessed prior to the implementing into the tool/temporary database. Another is the ongoing assessment of data that the CMT has assembled, which might have been of good quality upon assemblage, but may change during the course of the operation. A third issue relates to processing into the CMT low-quality data or poorly processed formats. Finally, a double differentiation is challenging when it comes to personal data that may be applied in various ways from the CMT by the TM. Each of these issues is investigated in turn below.

4.1.1 Preliminary assessment of external data sources’ accuracy

Through eased access, large amounts of data are easily aggregated and processed. Information that is viewed in isolation is not so telling about a person. Nevertheless when collected, correlated and/or fused it may give substantial information about him. The problem may as such be greater than obtaining ‘good’ data from the vast amounts of data. One of the potential problems is that inaccurate data, or a data ‘profile’ on a person based on aggregated data, may form a wrongful picture. In the CMT situation, although the TM must draw the conclusions from the collected information, the consequences of faulty ‘created’ knowledge could imply serious measures being taken towards innocent citizens without their knowledge. Another challenge with aggregated data is that it becomes harder to distinguish sensitive from non-sensitive data, when all data combined with other data may turn revealing.

This is problematic in relation to privacy protection as the initially differentiated levels of protection depending on the sensitivity of data are hard to maintain. This may be in itself one of the core challenges with the TMT, as the (temporary) database itself aggregates different data and datasets from information sources into one database. Therefore, apart from sending the information, the CMT must assist the TM in knowing what is ‘good’, i.e. reliable and inappropriate or inaccurate data. To this end, TACTICS must always have specific tags for its resources, indicating their resolution, objectivity and applicability. For instance a high-definition camera has a

89 See more in another EU FP7 project, SAPIENT (Supporting fundamentAl rights, Privacy and Ethics in surveillaNce Technologies, project no. 261698), D4.2, p.2. SAPIENT researchers conducted surveillance impact assessments involving TACTICTS stakeholders. See TACTICS D4.3 ch.4 for details on the cooperation.


91 Hilst, R vd, op cit. 2013 p.77.

high resolution and covers the visible spectrum, so it can create images that can be used to determine the identity of an individual, whereas a night vision camera is not as useful for this purpose. Similarly, the experience of an officer reporting on the street has a significant impact on the accuracy of his findings and reports. All these factors can be weighted by the TMT, specifically by the fusion engine, so that in his response to the TM he reports his trust in the findings.

4.1.2 On-going assessment of external data collected for various purposes

Potentially, TACTICS can collect a great wealth of external data. While this data can contain vital information about the outcome of the operation, it is clear that some capabilities and resources will not provide any important information. Letting them continue to report is not only a waste of resources, but also implies that the privacy of citizens is violated for no reason. To reduce both these risks, TACTICS should provide an assessment of usefulness (based on e.g. quality) of the on-going collection of external data, while simultaneously letting the officer define the purpose of his action. The above procedure can be considered an on-the-fly privacy impact assessment\(^\text{92}\) of the retrieved information.

Due to the fact that imminent actions must be made during the use of TACTICS, the purpose specification principle\(^\text{93}\) can be slightly deviated to allow for postponing the specification of why the data were collected until the end of the operation. After all, as will be discussed below, all actions in TACTICS must be recorded in detailed unmalleable log files. This would enable TACTICS officers to formulate in a clear and predictable manner why their actions were made; their necessity, and their proportionality to the desired aim.

4.1.2.1 Assessment of data quality of low-quality or poorly processed formats

Since TM’s and their staff have to be able to take responsibility for the entire operation, they need to make their own decision on whether the quality of information is still good enough. So, they should be informed about that. There cannot be another entity withholding data based on the single fact that it is of low quality. As already discussed in section 4.1.1, the CMT must provide specific indicators regarding the accuracy of the measurements and reports that it can receive from its resources and capabilities. But, for most combinations of data type and capability, there is no clear and strict boundary which separates low from high quality data. Ergo, there is not even a clear area where data might be considered random noise. In fact, quality of data is relative. It could be relative to a general idea of what e.g. “a good video” should be, or it could be relative to a specific function (e.g. for identification purposes). In the case of TACTICS, one single data resource (e.g. a video stream) could be used for different capabilities simultaneously. The data stream could be too low quality for one capability, but adequate for another. In addition, there are methods to get high accuracy information (including personal data such as a face) from low quality data (such as low res video). The TM and his staff must therefore be very cautious: low quality data related to a desired capability can lead to many false positives, exposing the privacy of many citizens without an actual reason. Additionally, such “random noise”, depending on the experience of the TM can trigger a bias towards specific groups ethnical, religious, political etc. jeopardizing the outcome of the operation.

4.2 Data security

This section discusses data security in terms of its access, storage and conveying.

4.2.1 Access

A wide range of personnel and institutions may be involved in counter-terrorism activities on behalf of a state. The TACTICS system presupposes that it is handled by security forces consisting of public security personnel, not private actors. The latter will thus not be analysed in this report\(^\text{94}\). Public professionals will vary both between and within countries from secret police, to national or local police. What is necessary to keep in mind in relation to the diversity of personnel performing or applying counter-terrorism measures and capabilities, is that they may have – and should have – differentiated access to various measures. The CMT of the TACTICS system covers technical access to all available capabilities and resources. The point of


\(^\text{93}\) http://oecdprivacy.org/#purpose

\(^\text{94}\) See, however, on the risk of abuse D5.4 chapter 5.
departure is of course that the capabilities are legal in themselves, which includes the legal access to information. Three issues are targeted here: 1) the access to making the decision of starting or setting in motion the TACTICS system, 2) the access to the information of capabilities ‘belonging’ to other institutions or ‘levels’ of security forces, and 3) the access control to using the TACTICS system. These are discussed in turns below.

4.2.1.1 Chain of supervision and decision making

Due to its nature, TACTICS must be supervised at two levels, decision making and access control. First we discuss the decision making as the access control is going to be analysed independently. During an operation it is clear that several decisions must be made. Clearly, all the decisions must be made by authorised personnel. Therefore, TACTICS must enable the replication of the hierarchical structure of the force/LEA which is using it. Typically, this means that a Role Based Access Control (RBAC)\(^95\) model must be applied to allow fine-grained access-control policies.

Additionally, TACTICS should provide mechanisms to monitor all the actions that are made by the system to allow external auditing at the end of the operation\(^96\). Each entity will then have the time to justify the decisions it took and advocate their need, the criteria and the results it led to. Further to the justification of the measures taken, this could be used as a key indicator of the efficiency of the officers and the quality of the information obtained.

4.2.1.2 Access to initially non-accessible capabilities

From its design, TACTICS automates the procedures of finding available resources and capabilities, allocating and fusing them (if possible). As a result, TACTICS can provide new capabilities, for instance mixing the input from a street camera with face recognition software. This provides a new capability which previously was not accessible. It is therefore crucial to provide the user with necessary warnings and notifications regarding the privacy impact that these new capabilities may have. Furthermore, depending on the nature of these “new” capabilities, TACTICS could enable an external mechanism for authorization (this is discussed further in the next paragraphs). The main reason for the latter is the fact that the impact of this action should be weighted by another official to grant the authorization for using the results.

It should be highlighted that while EU law guarantees the right of access to documents\(^97\) regarding public access to European Parliament, Council and Commission documents.\(^98\) With Article 42 of the Charter and Article 15 (3) of the Treaties of the European Union (TFEU), the right of access has been extended “to documents of the institutions, bodies, offices and agencies of the Union, regardless of their form”. In accordance with Article 52 2 of the Charter, the right of access to documents is also exercised under the conditions and within the limits for which provision is made in Article 15 (3) of the TFEU. The above indicate that there might be a conflict with the right to data protection, if access to a document would reveal personal data of individuals. Therefore, when TACTICS makes requests for access to documents or information, even if it is held by public authorities, as long as the document contains personal information, the according officers must provide the proper reasoning for transparency.

4.2.1.3 Access control

Due to the nature of the TACTICS system, accessing it must be very well defined and constrained under specific rules that cannot be bypassed. The main issues that are raised can be categorised as follows:

- Who has access to the system?


\(^96\) Due to the extreme severity of the situation under which TACTICS is operated and the immediate decisions that have to be made, on-the-fly monitoring, even if it performed, it is at least time consuming to perform the justification in real time. This part needs to be performed at the end.


• For how long does someone have access to the system?
• How is this access granted?
• Who is granting the access to the users?

Access to the TACTICS, as to every critical system, must be made through a set of strong credentials and only by authenticated personnel. Since the installation of the TACTICS system will be made on a high-security environment we presume that physical access to the system is tackled by the force that hosts the system and checks the identity of the people who enter the operation room.

The TACTICS system has three main entities, the Threat Manager, the Capability Manager and the Threat Decomposition Manager, each of which has his own credentials to access the system. Depending on the hierarchy and the internal procedures of each force, these credentials grant them the according rights to access the system and make the according actions.

The TACTICS system must authenticate each user by a set of credential, which depending on the policies of each force can be:

- Tokens
- Username/Password (TACTICS requirement SEC_TMT_REQ#002)
- Two factor authentication
- Biometrics (fingerprint, retina, iris etc.)
- A combination of the above (independently or via biohashing99)

In any of the above cases, it is important to highlight that a user, apart from the specific role that he is assigned to, should also have specific time constraints. These constraints are necessary as arbitrary usage of the system must be prevented. The time constraints should allow the execution of an operation for a specific amount of days as TACTICS is not a preventive system to run continuously. If for some reason the system must continue its operation, then a specific request should be made to the official who is in charge of granting access to the system e.g. the minister. This official could be equipped with a mechanism to generate one-time passwords100 (OTP) that allow access to the system. Clearly, false attempts to authenticate to the system must be immediately reported to the according officer as well, as this might imply that someone is attempting to misuse the system.

The generation of OTPs is currently very easy and widely-used, providing an alternative way to authenticate to a system. Currently, in most applications it can be considered as a means to perform two-factor authentication, but it can also work independently. Using a small device, the user can generate new passwords (usually through hash functions) that authenticate him to a system; however, they cannot be reused. Therefore, even if someone has access to some of these passwords, it is impossible to recover a new one and gain access. It is obvious that this provides a measure against arbitrary access to the system. For instance, in the typical authentication method of username and password, the user can have access to the system whenever he uses his credentials. In the case of TACTICS, this would mean that if someone is the Threat Manager, if he is not given the OTP from the minister, then he cannot access the system.

4.2.2 Storage

The sensitivity of the data that are stored by the TACTICS system implies two specific measurements, secure backup and data encryption on the system, the first is a requirement for the integrity and availability of the information, while the latter for the confidentiality.

The TACTICS system must keep authenticated backups of the information locally and remotely. For the case of local storage, the clients could use technologies such as RAID (Redundant Array of Independent Disks) so that even if a disk failure occurs, the data are not lost. Furthermore, current technologies allow on-the-fly changes of the disks that have failed. While the above insure that the data are not lost from physical/hardware problems, they do not protect from malicious internal threats.

It has been proven that physical access to storage medium can create many problems in the security and privacy of the data. An adversary could copy, delete or alter the stored information. The adversary can be an

inside threat such as a corrupted officer who wants to sell the information to an outsider, or an insider who wants to delete some of the actions that were made during the use of the TACTICS system. It can also be an outsider that uses malware to get access to the physical storage\textsuperscript{101}. Both actions should be countered, as the first implies many risks for the national security, while the second one can lead to arbitrary use of the system without evidence.

Therefore, it is suggested that the TACTICS system should use encryption mechanisms for storing the information. The encryption should be made in two layers: firstly a disk layer and secondly a transaction layer. By disk encryption, something that is usually made by the operating system, we can ensure that physical access to the system will prevent an adversary from altering the information of the system. In addition, by using digital signatures and cryptouncounters on each transaction with the database that keeps the log files of the system, we can provide the assurance that the data are not altered by an internal adversary. If they were, then the system would locate the alteration and raise appropriate alerts.

Last, but not least, the TACTICS system must provide mechanisms to protect citizens’ privacy from the recorded footages. The reason for that is that TACTICS will use many cameras, and not only public ones. To a great extent, regarding video surveillance, people might be willing to sacrifice part of their privacy for the sake of security\textsuperscript{102}, nevertheless, the amount of sensitive information that can be recovered about individuals varies, especially in regard to where the camera installation has been made. Martínez-Ballesté et al.\textsuperscript{103} propose the notion of “Trustworthy Video Surveillance” (TVS), which only stores the protected version of the video. Clearly, the requirement for absence of human supervision/intervention in the case of TACTICS cannot be met, as an operator might be needed to extract more relevant information from footage. Nevertheless, TVS provides a more privacy-aware method for storing video streams, as Regions of Interest are encrypted with a separate key. Therefore, faces, licence plates and any part of the video that could identify a person can be obfuscated\textsuperscript{104}, allowing only specific officers to access this information and drastically decreasing the privacy exposure of citizens.

4.2.3 Conveying of data

Given that TACTICS is a cyber-physical system, according to the 2012 Joint Communication on a Cybersecurity\textsuperscript{105} strategy for the EU:

“Cybersecurity can only be sound and effective if it is based on fundamental rights and freedoms as enshrined in the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union and EU core values. Reciprocally, individuals’ rights cannot be secured without secure networks and systems. Any information sharing for the purposes of cyber security, when personal data is at stake, should be compliant with EU data protection law and take full account of the individuals' rights in this field.”\textsuperscript{106}

\textsuperscript{101} TACTICS is a cyber-physical system which means that an adversary could perform a cyber attack. As already shown in previous cases (http://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/pdf/ICS-CERT_Monthly_Monitor_OctDec2012.pdf), the adversary could have penetrated the system using honest users using highly sophisticated malware.


\textsuperscript{103} A. Martínez-Ballesté, A. Solanas, H. A. Rashwan, “Trustworthy Video Surveillance: An Approach Based on Guaranteeing Data Privacy”, Advanced Research in Data Privacy Studies in Computational Intelligence Volume 567, 2015, pp 271-284

\textsuperscript{104} European Patent EP1410357A1 Method and system and data source for processing of image data (owned by TNO) does this. It describes a method and technology to dynamically detect (moving) personal data such as faces and number plates, to separate this from the video stream, and store separately.

\textsuperscript{105} We are not discussing cyber security because terrorists might deploy a cyber attack, but because TACTICS may be a valuable cyber target itself.

While the structure of the core TACTICS system involves three interconnected subsystems (TM, CMT and TDT), it is apparent that it will communicate with other systems as well, which are going to reside outside of the premises where TACTICS is installed. For instance CMT will contact officers, retrieve data from sensors or external databases. While many sensors might be open, e.g. traffic cameras, most of this traffic is expected to contain sensitive information. The sensitivity of the information can be regarded as both personal and operational.

The personal aspect is mostly related to the exchange of citizen information. TACTICS will have to query a lot of information and exchange a lot of personal information until it has the necessary data for the terrorists. To understand this, one should think of the scenario where TACTICS processes financial transactions or telecommunications to determine suspicious connections between people.

The operational aspect is also important. It is at least irresponsible to assume that the TACTICS system will transmit messages without encryption to any entity. This would enable an adversary to intercept messages and alter them, jeopardizing the whole operation, as the terrorists could be warned of what they need to do. Depending on their skills and penetration, the existence of a compromised officer within the premises of the force can be considered a valid assumption. Therefore, any communication of the TACTICS system with any entity must be encrypted to avoid leakage of sensitive information.

### 4.3 Data retention

As the TACTICS measures involve obtaining, processing and (temporary) storing of data, several legal standards related to data retention must be met. TACTICS implies storing data in an *ad hoc* database, and the relevant question to assess by the user of the CMT is which data is being processed, whether it is all the data processed (or a limited set of data, a simplified version of data, only the results of the processing or only that relevant to make sense of specifically flagged, potential targets), *for how long* the data will be stored, and *which* is the relevant legal basis.

**Electronic communication:**

Several of the TACTICS capabilities concern electronic communication:

- Analysis of financial transactions
- Analysis of the billings
- Wiretapping
- (Some) analysis of localisation (GPS etc.)
- Web crawling

It should be highlighted that interception of telecommunications is a broader category than “phone interception” as it also includes the interception of emails or other messages sent via the Internet. The interception of this communication can be made in real time (e.g. phone, online messenger) or off-line (e.g. email, online messenger). An important differentiation of the level of intrusion of telecommunication interception is the access to the content. Contrary to the identification or tracking of individuals, by intercepting telecommunication one has access to the actual content, drastically increasing the intrusion to the privacy of individuals as more sensitive information can be leaked.

The **Data Retention Directive 2006/24/EC** has been adopted as an amendment of the so-called ePrivacy Directive (discussed below). It builds on Article 15 of the ePrivacy Directive to oblige communication providers operating in member states to retain telecommunication data (location and traffic, not content) so to facilitate access to these data by law enforcement authorities. In other words, it implies that all member states’ telecommunications companies and internet service providers must store certain information that may identify caller and time and means of communication, and all internet-related communication data, including broadband access, internet telephony and email event data, to be readily available to their law enforcement authorities if that is required for the purpose of investigating, detecting and prosecuting serious crime and terrorism. The data should be stored for at least six months, but for no longer than two years: it is up to member states to set up the exact length of retention within this ‘window’ at the moment of transposing the directive into national legislation.
The Data Retention Directive was found invalid by the Court of Justice in the EU (CJEU) in the joined Cases C-293/12 and C-594/12. The Court found that the Directive did not meet the proportionality principle, and was lacking sufficient safeguards protecting fundamental rights such as respect for private life and to the protection of personal data. The Court of Justice notes that:

"not only is there a general absence of limits in Directive 2006/24 but Directive 2006/24 also fails to lay down any objective criterion by which to determine the limits of the access of the competent national authorities to the data and their subsequent use for the purposes of prevention, detection or criminal prosecutions concerning offences that, in view of the extent and seriousness of the interference with the fundamental rights enshrined in Articles 7 and 8 of the Charter, may be considered to be sufficiently serious to justify such an interference. On the contrary, Directive 2006/24 simply refers, in Article 1(1), in a general manner to serious crime, as defined by each Member State in its national law."

The judgment also provides rather explicit guidelines on how such a far-reaching measure should have been conceived, so to ensure that all safeguards needed would have been in place (cf., in particular, paras 54-68). Several of these considerations may prove useful also to the further design of the TACTICS system, and definitely in the case national authorities decide to lay down legislation concerning a similar system. For example, the TM must make sure that the level of security of the data is no less than the Court suggests. The Court of Justice states that:

"as far as concerns the rules relating to the security and protection of data retained by providers of publicly available electronic communications services or of public communications networks, it must be held that Directive 2006/24 does not provide for sufficient safeguards, as required by Article 8 of the Charter, to ensure effective protection of the data retained against the risk of abuse and against any unlawful access and use of that data. In the first place, Article 7 of Directive 2006/24 does not lay down rules which are specific and adapted to (i) the vast quantity of data whose retention is required by that directive, (ii) the sensitive nature of that data and (iii) the risk of unlawful access to that data, rules which would serve, in particular, to govern the protection and security of the data in question in a clear and strict manner in order to ensure their full integrity and confidentiality. Furthermore, a specific obligation on Member States to establish such rules has also not been laid down.

Article 7 of Directive 2006/24, read in conjunction with Article 4(1) of Directive 2002/58 and the second subparagraph of Article 17(1) of Directive 95/46, does not ensure that a particularly high level of protection and security is applied by those providers by means of technical and organisational measures, but permits those providers in particular to have regard to economic considerations when determining the level of security which they apply, as regards the costs of implementing security measures. In particular, Directive 2006/24 does not ensure the irreversible destruction of the data at the end of the data retention period.

In the second place, it should be added that that directive does not require the data in question to be retained within the European Union, with the result that it cannot be held that the control, explicitly required by Article 8(3) of the Charter, by an independent authority of compliance with the requirements of protection and security, as referred to in the two previous paragraphs, is fully ensured. Such a control, carried out on the basis of EU law, is an essential component of the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data.

The only personnel that may access the data is competent national authorities.

Only data concerning “serious crime”, which is up to the Member State respectively to define, is covered by the Directive.

Note that the individual Member States’ national implementing laws are not automatically invalidated by the CJEU verdict, and the procedure and further regulation may be different from country to country.

---

107 Joined Cases C-293/12 and C-594/12.
108 Joined Cases C-293/12 and C-594/12, para 60.
109 Joined Cases C-293/12 and C-594/12, paras 66-68.
110 The UK government chose to replace the 2009 Regulations with new emergency legislation to fill the gap until the EU introduces alternative law on this topic. The Data Retention and Investigatory Powers Act 2014 (“DRIPA”) came into force on 17 July 2014 in the UK, which is applicable only up until 31 December 2016. ([http://www.purplewifi.net/update-data-retention-obligations-european-union/](http://www.purplewifi.net/update-data-retention-obligations-european-union/))
The e-Privacy Directive 2002/58/EC, amended by Directive 2009/136, translates the provisions of the 1995 Data Protection Directive into rules specifically applicable for electronic communications. Electronic data includes data on traffic and location, and the related data necessary to identify subscribers or users. The Directive applies to both legal and individual persons (Art. 1(2)). Data that falls within the scope of the e-Privacy Directive must be deleted or anonymised when no longer needed for the purpose of the communication\textsuperscript{111}. However, as it is the case of the Data Protection Directive, the ePrivacy Directive does not apply to “activities concerning public security, defence, State security (including the economic well-being of the State when the activities relate to State security matters) and the activities of the State in areas of criminal law” (Article 1(3)). Article 15, which is the basis for the Data Retention Directive, states that:

“To this end [necessary, appropriate and proportionate measure[s] within a democratic society to safeguard national security (i.e. State security), defence, public security, and the prevention, investigation, detection and prosecution of criminal offences or of unauthorised use of the electronic communication system], Member States may, inter alia, adopt legislative measures providing for the retention of data for a limited period justified on the grounds laid down in this paragraph. All the measures referred to in this paragraph shall be in accordance with the general principles of Community law, including those referred to in Article 6(1) and (2) of the Treaty on European Union”.

Again, data protection may be limited to allow criminal investigations or to safeguard national security, defence and public security. TACTICS has prevention and stopping of terrorist activities as a general purpose, and will thus normally fulfill one of these criteria. Withdrawal of data protection may, however, only happen when the purpose-requirement is fulfilled and the withdrawal is a “necessary, appropriate and proportionate measure within a democratic society” (cf. also section 5.1 in D5.4).

Finally, it should be noted that, even after the EU Court of Justice judgment, data still can be retained on the basis of Article 15 of the ePrivacy Directive, enabling the law enforcement agencies of the members that have implemented the Directive to request these data. However, national laws can have further restrictions on the use of this information. For instance, in the UK the interception of telecommunications can be used for investigative purposes and as an instrument for crime prevention, but not for prosecution, as they cannot be used as evidence in a public court\textsuperscript{112}.

TACTICS addresses this with requirement LOG_TMT_REQ#003 - database storing mechanism will consider at any time, ethical and legal aspects to protect citizen’s privacy.

4.4 Data minimization

Data minimization implies that data should be processed only to the extent and in the form that is absolutely necessary, for legitimate purposes, and with deletion of all excess data.\textsuperscript{113} Chesterman argues, however, that data processing by Governments will take place anyway, and the focus should instead be on how the data is used – instead of whether it’s minimized or not.\textsuperscript{114} A solution proposed by Mayer-Schonberger is that all electronic data is provided with an ‘expiration date’, which ensures that the data in question is automatically deleted within a framework for appropriate use.\textsuperscript{115} While automatic deletion may not be the most appropriate solution, an expiration date for assessing the necessity and value of the data (set) in question, could be beneficial for the data minimization aspect of the CMT. This is important for the CMT database(s), since these are not permanent databases, and thus without all-encompassing legislative consideration

It may arguably be at least as important as the minimization of irrelevant data that the relevant data collected in/with the TMT is stored when needed for evidence to counter terrorism. These mechanisms must be relied on the human interface, i.e. the TM. The applicable storage and further transfer regulations must follow

\textsuperscript{111} There are some exceptions which are, however, less relevant in the TACTICS context. Examples are payment issues or value-added services. See e.g. De Hert \textit{et al.} (2008, p.154-155).

\textsuperscript{112} s. 15(3) and 17 RIPA. See JUSTICE, Intercept evidence: Lifting the ban, Report (October 2006).

\textsuperscript{113} Hilst, R vd, \textit{op.cit.} 2013 p.78.


applicable national regulations, or in case of cross-border cooperation, within EU instruments such as the Schengen Convention\textsuperscript{116} or through the Europol instruments.\textsuperscript{117}

4.5 Control

Mining and data analysis, assembling data from various sources into a powerful tool for the Threat Manager, may imply that the original control mechanisms, for example retention periods and access limitations, are diffused. Inadequate control over who sees that information, for what reasons, how long it is retained, and to whom it is disseminated, can lead to unfairness. No matter how legitimate the reason for collection or how careful the initial use, information can take on a life of its own if not controlled, and it can be used by others for reasons unrelated to the initial collection\textsuperscript{118}. There are two main control mechanisms that should be implemented in TACTICS for the CMT: 1) Judicial control and monitoring by external bodies, and 2) Internal audit mechanisms.

The regulation of “automated individual decisions” is to be found in Art 15 DPD, and Art 7 Council Framework Decision 2008 (more focusing on law enforcement). Article 7 states:

“Automated individual decisions

\textit{A decision which produces an adverse legal effect for the data subject or significantly affects him and which is based solely on automated processing of data intended to evaluate certain personal aspects relating to the data subject shall be permitted only if authorised by a law which also lays down measures to safeguard the data subject’s legitimate interests.}"

Furthermore, the UN High Commissioner fact sheet no. 32 states that

\textit{“Within the context of the fight against terrorism, the collection and the processing of personal data by any competent authority in the field of State security may interfere with the respect for private life only if such collection and processing, in particular:
(i) Are governed by appropriate provisions of domestic law;
(ii) Are proportionate to the aim for which the collection and the processing were foreseen;
(iii) May be subject to supervision by an external independent authority.”}\textsuperscript{119}

There are control mechanisms both on national, regional and global level that can carry out a number of control functions ensuring that the TACTICS system respects the legal restraints embedded in all three levels.\textsuperscript{120}

4.5.1 Runtime checks

Because certain preemptive failsafes may not be workable or realistic in the case of an imminent terrorist attack, it may be necessary to introduce some runtime checks to prevent misuse of TACTICS.

4.5.1.1 No standby or continuous running – checks

Due to the level of privacy intrusion of the system, TACTICS must be switched off most of the time. The system must be pre-configured, however, so that when it switched on it immediately becomes available. The above means that TACTICS must not be running continuously or be in an idle mode. Measures to achieve


\textsuperscript{118} DeRosa, \textit{op.cit.} 2004 p.16.

\textsuperscript{119} UN High Commissioner fact sheet no. 32.

\textsuperscript{120} The …. D16.3
this can be the aforementioned use of one-time passwords, well-defined time bounds for TACTICS usage and internal checks which will notify the according national and EU authorities of excessive usage.

TACTICS is expected to run only when there is an imminent terrorist threat, therefore, it is valid to assume that a minister or general according to the national laws would grant the authorization for its use, and that a minister or Prime Minister would be notified of this event. In this regard, TACTICS could have a mechanism to notify the supreme leader of each nation that it is in use as a means of national (internal) checks. Furthermore, TACTICS could integrate a mechanism to notify EU authorities that it is working, providing external monitoring on an international level. While the latter might sound that it can jeopardize the security policies of a member country, it should be highlighted that there are measures to provide the privacy guarantees, now in terms of nation. For instance, TACTICS could use the concept of n-times anonymous authentication. The concept is that each installation gets an anonymous ticket that can be used n times. By using the ticket n+1 times, the user discloses his identity. In this regard, EU could have a central ticket distribution centre of anonymous tickets, giving each member a predefined number of tickets according to their needs. If a member uses all the tickets in a short period, then either the member faces many security problems, so help from other members is needed, or the member is misusing the TACTICS system. Excessive usage of a TACTICS system could also be reported to the UN Human Rights Committee, providing a global barrier to arbitrary usage.

4.5.1.2 Punishment for abuse

Auditing will not work, however, if there is not also in place a system of oversight, including regular audits and accountability for wrongdoing.

4.5.1.3 Geographical limitations

While TACTICS is a cyber-physical system, its architecture enables it to be portable. Its portability opens the door to further privacy issues. Depending on who is the user of the system and where the system is being used, specific regional and national laws may come into effect limiting its usage or granting it further access. For instance, Spain and Germany are divided in separate autonomous regions, many of which could potentially have separate laws. In other cases, the system might have to be used at the borders of two or more member countries which means that international consent might be needed. The portability of a TACTICS installation can create further problems. While the system could potentially use GPS or network data to trace its whereabouts, there is no apparent reason why the operation room should reside close to where the terrorist attack is expected to be launched. Moreover, intelligence could easily jam or spoof the data to report bogus locations. The use of Position Based Cryptography has not been proven adequate mainly due to the low entropy of geographical information and network latency issues.

A workaround that TACTICS system could apply would be to monitor the location of the resources that is using. It is expected that the vast majority of them would reside on the area where the attack is expected, therefore, TACTICS could deduce where it is being used and apply the according policies to its usage.

4.5.2 Judicial review and other monitoring bodies

National courts

In contrast to international bodies, the strength of national courts is first of all that they can issue judicial decisions to be executed by national authorities. Furthermore, national courts are independent of the political system, and are thus to a great extent able to uphold human rights standards despite a changing political climate. A weakness of the courts’ control function, especially in covert counter-terrorism cases, is that action is required by a victim. In general, many citizens may not be able to take a case to a national court, much less to an international court. Thus, other mechanisms should supplement courts in protecting human rights in combating terrorism. This is especially relevant in the cases where the victim/subject of e.g. surveillance is or has been unaware of the measure.

Global monitoring treaty bodies: UN Human Rights Committee


As seen above, Article 17 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) also establishes the right to privacy. The function of the Committee is to consider the State’s implementation of this right is monitored by the Human Rights Committee. The Committee has adopted the General Comment No. 16 on ‘The right to respect of privacy, family, home and correspondence, and protection of honour and reputation’ (1988). So-called ‘concluding observations’ are adopted by the Committee on the basis of reports submitted by states parties under article 40 of the ICCPR about states’ implementation of human rights obligations. A level of access for individuals’ is maintained in that the Committee adopts Views on the basis of communications (complaints) from individuals under article 5, paragraph 4, of the Optional Protocol to the ICCPR.

A particular strength of the Human Rights Committee – and similar global monitoring treaty bodies – is that they represent permanent organs for standard-setting, decisions on individual cases, and development of jurisprudence through their General Comments, Concluding Observations and Views. The standards of privacy protection are, however, far less developed from this body than on more regional or local levels. Another weakness is that the findings, although authoritative, are not legally binding. Further, the right to individual complaints depend on ratification of the Optional Protocol, and many states do not report to the Committee. The treaty bodies have limited possibilities to follow up their findings. Finally, the system lacks both visibility and resources.

4.5.3 Internal audit mechanisms

Although access control, as described above in Section 4.2.1, is in place for the CMT, this may not be a sufficient safeguard against personnel using their legitimate access improperly. It is necessary to have implemented audit technology that records all activity in the database(s), to be able to control who has done what, how often, using which search-words.

As De Rosa argues, the idea of rule-based processing as a privacy protection tool is that certain policy rules can be built into search queries so that data can only be retrieved consistently with those rules. Rule-based processing has two elements. Firstly, the query must carry with it information about the types of permission the user has. For example, a query might indicate that it is pursuant to a search warrant, which would allow it to retrieve certain kinds of data that would be unavailable without a warrant. Secondly, data must be labelled with information about how they may be accessed. Data items might be labelled with “meta data”—data that summarize or describe the qualities of the data—that indicates how the data can be processed. De Rosa further argues that such meta-data labels could travel with the data and guide access to them wherever they reside. The meta-data for a particular data item might, for example, indicate whether it identifies an American or a foreign person, and access can be controlled accordingly.

TACTICS has stated that the system should allow the usage of security policies in requirement SEC_TMT_REQ#001.

4.6 Decision making competence

The prospective TACTICS system is intended, as mentioned above, only for situations where a terrorist attack is about to happen and may be prevented, and where such an attack is happening or has happened, and there is a need to mitigate and/or stop the attack or further attacks.

The use of the TACTICS system must be exceptional, and only in the case of an imminent terrorist attack. The realization of both these constraints is not trivial. It is clear that the system does not have any method to verify how it is being used. The context of terrorism or any other activity is only mapped in the mind of its users. Therefore, one should understand that the scope of its usage is subject to the will of the officer granting usage access. The aforementioned measures to limit the usage of the system usage (e.g. access rights) do not have any relevance to the usage context. Only a posteriori could someone understand why the system was actually used. Moreover, to understand its scope he should have access to the log files of the operation.

---

123 DETECTOR (Detection Technologies, Terrorism, Ethics and Human Rights) research project: “Recommendations of improved monitoring mechanisms of secret counter-terrorism activities” (WP 8, D16.3), EU FP7, ch.3.
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All the above indicate that the use of the system must conform to strict rules and predefined procedures which are always followed. While some alerts could notify the respective authorities, they cannot avert the usage of the system when it is running. Failure to follow specific procedures, e.g. granting access to operational log files, could imply unauthorised/excessive use of the system.

The usage of the system from unauthorised personnel is a risk with huge impact. The intelligence that a criminal or a terrorist could gain through TACTICS could put national security at stake. Therefore, it is vital to apply both strong physical security measures and access controls in the premises where the TACTICS resides. In this regard, the use of biometrics for the authentication of the personnel can be considered a default measure. Moreover, to counter potential cyber-attacks, the TACTICS system should be installed along with properly configured and updated IDS and IPS systems.

TACTICS addresses this with requirement FU_TMT_REQ#006 - ethical and juridical restrictions must be shown to the end user, and FU_TMT_REQ#007 - a two key policy would be used for ethical related actions.

4.7 Deletion

A consequence of the inherent retentive character of digital data is that data that has been collected for one purpose may easily be used for another purpose not foreseen at the time the data was collected. A challenge of the CMT and all other re-use institutions in this relation is that it becomes harder for the data subject to locate where the responsibility lies for the use of the data. Since the aim of the TACTICS system is not to establish a new lasting database, it is crucial that all data that is not any longer needed for security or judicial purposes is erased.

4.7.1 Mission creep and spill-over effect: the use of data concerning non-terrorist activity

The issue of police’s access or use of spill-over or ‘surplus’ information, from for example wiretapping, is increasingly relevant as the technology to intercept, store and couple data is constantly developing. Because of the purpose limitation principle, the point of departure is that information not concerning (in the TACTICS case) the terrorist activity being mitigated, must be erased and not investigated.

This point of departure may be seen as problematic. In the case where TACTICS is ‘set in motion’ because the competent decision maker considers there to be (reasonable) grounds to expect that a terrorist attack is about to happen or has happened, the activities in question will in many cases span out in serious offenses. As described above, there is a requirement of motive for an offense to be deemed a terrorist offense. A potential situation could be that a bomb has gone off outside a parliament building, killing several people. The TACTICS system is set in motion, and the CMT provides the TM direct access to an array of private security cameras in the area around the Parliament, widespread information from several different databases and online sources of financial transactions, etc. After some investigation, it becomes clear that the perpetrator intended to kill only one person, his wife, who worked there. It is thus not an act of terrorism. Through the coupling of capabilities, additional information concerning other criminal activities has appeared. The question is then whether the evidence stemming from this information may be used, and whether it should have any impact that the TACTICS system was set off on ‘false’ premises.

On the one hand, it may seem unreasonable that a crime should go unpunished or un-investigated because the original purpose of the measure was another than the then unknown crime. On the other hand, powerful tools such as TACTICS and its CMT could be abused outside of their intended – and exceptional – purpose if the threshold was low, allowing the usage of information acquired there. It is also likely that other types of illegal behaviour could take on a high profile, and authorities will be under pressure to expand the use of these techniques, for example, to help investigate other violent criminals or immigration law violators.

---
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5 Privacy Enhancing Technologies for data management

According to Hughes\textsuperscript{128}:

“Privacy is not secrecy. A private matter is something one doesn’t want the whole world to know, but a secret matter is something one doesn’t want anybody to know. Privacy is the power to selectively reveal oneself to the world.”

While in many aspects of everyday life someone could decide what to reveal to others, modern technologies impose many challenges as the data collection and fusion can reveal a lot of additional information without his acknowledgement or his consent. A typical example is the use of someone’s location where someone is willing to share his whereabouts with some e.g. traffic service. However, using data mining one could easily extract important information such as the home and work location of the user by noting where the user is at specific times, religious beliefs e.g. attendance to specific religious areas (cemeteries), temples, mosques etc., or even political beliefs e.g. attendance to a protest. To counter the privacy exposure of users, the past few years have seen a huge growth of Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PET), as introduced by Goldberg, Wagner, and Brewer\textsuperscript{129}. PETs is the general name of a wide family of algorithms from the academia and industry that enable operations to be implemented on datasets with the least impact (if any) on users’ privacy. Therefore, PET includes technologies from privacy-preserving data mining\textsuperscript{130} and statistical methods to query databases\textsuperscript{131}, to anonymous browsing\textsuperscript{132} and anonymous transactions.

While theoretically PETs would introduce many issues for the TACTICS system, they can be used to provide actual Privacy by Design (PbD)\textsuperscript{133} approaches towards data management. Therefore, in the following paragraphs we outline some state of the art solutions, their efficiency and applicability in the TACTICS system to illustrate how the seven principles of PbD\textsuperscript{134} can be practically implemented and embedded in the actual system, as the concept of PbD is quite vague and therefore there is a necessity to actually draw the lines from the concept to the actual implementation\textsuperscript{135}. As it will become apparent, these recommendations come as separate components so the modular form of the TACTICS system as well as the validation system can easily implement them. In addition, many of the proposed algorithms have been implemented and are described in the appendix of this deliverable.

5.1 Storing Video footage

Perhaps the most widely used method used in surveillance is video surveillance. The main concept is that an operator is sitting in front of a set of monitors which display what some remote cameras are recording. This enables an operator to simultaneously monitor physical activity within large perimeters or even disjoint areas, without the need to physically be there. Modern cameras, in addition to the usual methods of zooming or night vision can provide additional operations, depending on the attached modules. For instance they can provide face detection/recognition, object detection, person/object tracking and thermal activity monitoring. It is apparent that the above may reveal sensitive information about individuals, therefore, when storing

\begin{footnotes}
\item[128] https://w2.eff.org/Privacy/Crypto/Crypto_misc/cypherpunk.manifesto
\item[132] https://www.torproject.org/
\item[133] Cavoukian, Ann, and Jeff Jonas. Privacy by design in the age of big data. Information and Privacy Commissioner of Ontario, Canada, 2012.
\end{footnotes}
information there should be mechanisms which hide sensitive information, so that only authenticated personnel can have access to it. An illustration of this is that while a database administrator has full access to the system, user passwords are hashed so that he cannot access them and in the unlikely event of an adversary gaining access to the system, he will not be able to recover the user passwords. Likewise, many video surveillance systems would first detect sensitive Regions of Interest (ROIs), encrypt/blur/distort these regions and then store them. This policy enables a user to access a video without having access to the sensitive data. Depending on the nature of ROIs there are several methods to detect them; nevertheless, the most apparent ones for the case of surveillance cameras are faces, therefore privacy-aware public surveillance through cameras is gaining more and more importance.

In principle, face detection techniques can be categorized into two major families. The first one is focused on the detection of Haar-like features. The main concept behind them is to divide an image into small rectangles and then group adjacent rectangular regions at a specific location and sum up the pixel intensities in each region. By calculating the differences between these sums one could categorize subsections of an image very accurately. Local Binary Pattern encodes both local and global facial characteristics into a feature histogram. This makes the method very lightweight but susceptible to errors as it may not detect the presence of a face. For more on face detection the interested reader may refer to.

Having detected the ROIs the next step is to protect them, something that can be done in the pixel domain or in the compression domain. Protecting the ROI in the pixel domain means that the obfuscation is made in the image, distorting it pixel by pixel. These methods can be categorized into:

- **Abstraction-based** techniques where the ROI is replaced/censored by a shape as in the proposal of Tansuriyavong and Hanaki where they remove people’s figures from a video. Of specific interest for TACTICS is the work of Cavallaro which introduces a surveillance scheme that separates data into personal and behavioural on the fly, so that only authorized personnel can access the personal data. In this regard, an authorized officer could monitor citizens' behaviour, without seeing who is actually doing what, and in the event where a deviant and probable malicious behaviour is detected forward the footage to the designated personnel to recover the personal data of the individual.

---

136 Simple password hashing is not efficient per se. For more details on how to implement secure such schemes, the interested reader may refer to:


• **Pixel transformation** methods replace the pixel values introducing blurring or pixelisation or even warping on the ROIs of the image\textsuperscript{143}.

• **Cryptography-based** techniques\textsuperscript{144} may permute the pixels of the ROI pseudo-randomly or encrypt the pixel values, rendering the protected areas useless for unauthenticated users.

In the case of compression domain methods, the obfuscation is not made in the pixels but in the encoding of the domain when it is being compressed. These techniques can be categorized as follows:

• Scrambling based techniques apply permutation on the ROIs in the compression domain\textsuperscript{145}.

• Cryptographic techniques: In this case, when the ROIs are compressed, they are first encrypted so that they can only be recovered by authorized personnel\textsuperscript{146}.

• Data hiding techniques enable layers on the image of each frame. Therefore, access to specific layers is granted depending on the user rights\textsuperscript{147}.

Finally, it should be noted that there are also other directions towards privacy-aware video surveillance such as the use of trusted computing\textsuperscript{148}, decoupling context knowledge and video\textsuperscript{149} or even making the lens.


privacy aware. In general, it becomes apparent that the on-board processing capabilities of modern embedded systems can make security and privacy protection inherent features of video surveillance cameras, allowing strict access policies, without compromising their efficiency.

5.2 Private Equality Testing

The concept of Private Equality Testing is quite straightforward. Let us assume that we have two users, Alice and Bob, each of which owns a value and they want to check whether their values are the same or not, without disclosing any further information. While the use of a Trusted Third Party could trivially solve the problem, common sense has proven that in most cases this concept cannot work. In this regard, Alice and Bob would like to perform the computation without intermediates. While the solution to the problem does not sound trivial, there are many solutions in the literature, all of which are based on cryptographic primitives.

To realize why this could be relevant to TACTICS, assume that the secret values that Alice and Bob have represent their GPS coordinates. Therefore, Alice would like to know whether Bob is close to her or not, introducing the concept of Private Proximity Testing. While most approaches would use a grid and calculate whether Alice and Bob are in the same cell, Narayanan et al. introduced a method to make testing whether Alice and Bob are in adjacent cells, not necessary the same, fall into the problem of Private Equality Testing. Their method uses a set of three overlapping grids and the well-known El Gamal encryption algorithm to hide the values. Typically, one could use variants of the Diffie-Hellman key agreement protocol, such as the protocol of Chatterjee et al. or Huberman et al. to perform the Privacy Equality Test. Novel approaches make use of Bloom filters to encode areas of interest and allow a user to check whether he is in proximity or not, without disclosing his actual whereabouts.

The above methodologies could be adopted by the TACTICS system to allow tracking the citizens’ location, without disclosing their privacy. More precisely, even if some citizens are tracked by GPS monitoring devices, TACTICS could trigger specific alarms only in the event that the individuals are in proximity of specific areas or of each other, minimizing the invasion to their privacy.


5.3 Private Set Intersection

Closely related to Private Equality Testing is the problem of Private Set Intersection (PSI). In this case, Alice and Bob have some sets and they want to disclose the common ones without disclosing anything else about the rest of their elements. While the problem might sound quite far fetched, it can have many applications in the TACTICS system concept. To understand this extension, assume that the TACTICS team wants to check a sensitive database, owned by another party which is not willing to disclose its full dataset. This could include access to transactions of a financial institution, access to the list of terrorists from another country, access to telecommunication logs etc. In any of the aforementioned cases, while the information could be invaluable, it is very probable that the other party might be willing to cooperate, nevertheless, to protect its customers or for national security reasons might be reluctant to share the whole dataset. A Private Set Intersection protocol would enable them to check whether there are common elements and disclose them only, without the intelligence having to share the characteristics of the data that they are looking for either.

Freedman, Nissim and Pinkas\textsuperscript{157} introduced the problem and several solutions have so far been proposed in the literature\textsuperscript{158}. PSI comes in several flavours, for instance depending on who learns the outcome of the protocol, we have the unilateral and mutual flavours, where in the first case only the initiator learns the intersection of the sets, and in the latter both of them learn it. Depending on whether the according data are being transferred, we could also characterize a PSI protocol as a PSI with Data Transfer. In some protocols, the parties learn only the cardinality of the intersection, and in others, instead of two, we have multiple parties\textsuperscript{159}. The introduction of the De Christofaro and Tsudik protocol\textsuperscript{160} made PSI protocols far more efficient. One of the main reasons was the reduction of the complexity from quadratic to linear. If we assume that Alice has A elements and Bob has B elements, then up to that point most protocols needed to perform AxB operations when the De Christofaro and Tsudik protocol needed A+B operations. The protocol is based on the well-known RSA algorithm\textsuperscript{161} making its implementation very easy and practical without the use of special software. Recently, Pinkas et al.\textsuperscript{162} performed an evaluation of several PSI protocols boosting the performance of many of these protocols, making them even more efficient.


We should highlight the recent scheme of Segal et al.\textsuperscript{163} which uses Private Set Intersection to create an open, privacy-preserving, accountable surveillance processes which could be used by the FBI for targeting High Country Bandits and or NSA for its CO-TRAVELER\textsuperscript{164} project.

5.4 Privacy-preserving sample set similarity

Privacy-preserving sample set similarity could be thought of an extension of the Private Set Intersection problem in that Alice and Bob need to evaluate the similarity of their datasets, but are reluctant to openly disclose their data to each other. To quantify the similarity of two datasets one could use the Cosine, Euclidean, Manhattan, Minkowski similarity, Hamming /Levenshtein distance or the Jaccard Similarity Index\textsuperscript{165}.

Blundo et al.\textsuperscript{166} have recently introduced a protocol based on PSI, where they sample the two datasets with MinHash\textsuperscript{167}. Their method is very efficient and lightweight and can have a wide range of applications.

Of specific interest to the TACTICS system are their use on biometrics. Typically, most biometric methods take a sample from a user to authenticate him to a system. While the user will present his fingerprint, his iris, retina and the like which we could assume as permanent, due to external noise, position, sensor sensitivity, movement etc., the sensor is highly unlikely to receive the exact same measurement every time a user wants to authenticate to a system. To counter these problems, instead of checking exact matching of the two measurements (the registered and the one for verification), biometric systems have a threshold $T$ so that if the similarity of the two samples is above $T$, then the user is authenticated.

Similarly to the scenario of the PSI problem, the TACTICS system might have to check the biometrics of a suspect against the respective database of an external entity which is not willing to hand over their database e.g. another country’s terrorist database. Clearly, the Blundo et al. protocol provides a secure, privacy-aware method to achieve this task, far more efficient that other solutions in the literature\textsuperscript{168}.


\textsuperscript{164} https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2013/12/meet-co-traveler-nsas-cell-phone-location-tracking-program

\textsuperscript{165} P. Jaccard. Etude comparative de la distribution florale dans une portion des Alpes et du Jura, 1901.


5.5 Accessing databases with sensitive data

The introduction of fully homomorphic encryption\(^{169}\) has drastically changed the way that we think future databases will operate, since it allows us to perform any operations over encrypted data, therefore enabling calculations over encrypted data. This means that a database could be encrypted with a key that is not known to the database administrator or the system. However, the user could perform queries on the database which are executed, without decrypting the stored encrypted data, the results are encrypted and can be decrypted only by the user without leaking any information. While this ideal model can be considered something that can be implemented efficiently, unfortunately, we are far from the point where it can be considered practical for real-world applications as the encryption and decryption are very slow. Therefore, until fully homomorphic encryption becomes practical, some intermediate solutions are being used, most of which are based on partial homomorphic encryption. The difference of partial with fully homomorphic encryption is that in partial homomorphic encryption only some operations can be performed. Partial homomorphic schemes or simply, homomorphic as we usually call them are known for many years. Typical examples are RSA, El Gamal, Paillier\(^{170}\) and Goldwasser-Micali\(^{171}\) which allow multiplication, multiplication, addition and XOR respectively.

Closely related to homomorphic encryption is the notion of order preserving encryption (OPE), introduced by Agrawal et al.\(^{172}\) The concept of OPE is that if we encrypt two messages, their order remains the same, that is if x>y then E(x)>E(y). OPE can significantly boost the performance of searching over encrypted data, nevertheless, the amount of leaked information is substantial. Since the initial scheme was not secure enough, new more secure algorithms were introduced\(^{173}\), however, due its nature, several attacks are still possible.

Based on the above encryption primitives there are several approaches, such as CryptDB\(^{174}\) or SADS\(^{175}\) which allow encrypted queries over encrypted data, with minimal computational overhead. Due to the sensitivity of the data that the TACTICS system has, as well as the strict policies regarding information disclosure, these schemes could provide a good solution balancing privacy and security with efficiency, as for instance SADS has only around 20% computational overhead. Clearly, such schemes could provide an additional level of security in case of internal and external threats, without compromising the performance of the system.

Finally, of high interest to TACTICS is the MetaCrypt\(^{176}\) concept of Seny Kamara. The scope of MetaCrypt is to provide a database where telecommunication companies store the metadata of the calls while providing the following features: (1) protect MetaDB from outsiders, (2) allow only certified queries to be performed on the database, (3) Data privacy Analysts learn at most the query response, and (4) the telecommunication companies learn nothing about NSA queries. All the above requirements can be considered valid for the TACTICS system and not only for the telecommunication metadata, but for every possible sensitive and private information as well.

---


6 Conclusions

In this report, we have described the most relevant challenges related to the TACTICS system, and the TMT in particular, concerning legal conditions, ethics, human rights and privacy as well as some extensions on them. Moreover, we have provided an overview of how some of these problems could be resolved from the technological and implementation aspect.

The nature of the TACTICS system makes it balance on the legal and ethical limits of current legal and ethical framework. It should be understood that the TACTICS system is the last resort in order to prevent an extreme event, a terrorist attack, for which the information is very sparse. One could go back to Hippocrates and his quote “For extreme diseases, extreme methods of cure, as to restriction, are most suitable.” and claim that “desperate times (a terrorist threat) call for desperate measures (use of TACTICS)”, nevertheless, after several centuries we have the technological means to contain these desperate measures and make them less invasive.

Regardless of the methods, the scope of the TACTICS system is ethical as it can prevent a terrorist attack and save many human lives. However, its use must be strictly contained in this sole environment and event, any further use makes it unethical. Its capabilities and resources set very strict constraints on when it is used, who is using it, where it is used and for how long. As discussed in this report, most of these aspects can be resolved with technological means, e.g. strong authentication, authorization protocols etc (many of which have already been implemented in the prototype). Nevertheless, it is important to note that while there is a solid European framework on Data Privacy, the fragmentation of the legal system in each member country implies further and different constraints. Moreover, practically each member country has its own system to deal with such extreme events, setting even more practical constraints in terms of a unified approach as each member has different authorization models, different procedures and different structures. Therefore, even if TACTICS provides a baseline approach, compliant with EU regulations, configuring it for each member possible member state is still an open challenge, specially, when this legal framework is not stable and is subject to changes, but this is out of the scope of this project.
7 Appendix

In this appendix we include some Python implementations that can facilitate the interested readers in adopting several technical approaches.

7.1 Implementation of the PSI protocol of De Christofaro and Tsudik

```python
#!/usr/bin/python
import random
from time import time
import gmpy
import hashlib

# e=2**16+1

def hash_int(x):
    return int(hashlib.sha256(str(x)).hexdigest(),16)

# generates a random prime of the requested bit length
def gen_prime(BIT_LEN):
    found=False
    while found==False:
        p=random.randrange(2**(BIT_LEN-1),2**BIT_LEN)
        found=gmpy.is_prime(p)
    return p

# generates a random safe prime of the requested bit length
def gen_safe_prime(BIT_LEN):
    found=False
    while found==False:
        q=random.randrange(2**(BIT_LEN-2),2**(BIT_LEN-1))
        p=2*q+1
        found=gmpy.is_prime(p) and gmpy.is_prime(q)
    return p

def RSA_GEN(BIT_LEN):
    # this is faster but not so secure
    # p=gen_prime(BIT_LEN)
    # q=gen_prime(BIT_LEN)

    p=gen_safe_prime(BIT_LEN)
    q=gen_safe_prime(BIT_LEN)

    n=p*q
    f=(p-1)*(q-1)
    e=2**16+1
    d=gmpy.invert(e,f)
    return d,n

def RSA_ENC(m,n):
    return pow(m,e,n)

def RSA_DEC(c,d,n):
    return pow(c,d,n)

# generate RSA key pair (public,private) for the server
d,n=RSA_GEN(256)

# now let's create some elements for the server and the client
server_elements=[random.randrange(n) for i in range(1000)]
client_elements=[random.randrange(n) for i in range(100)]
```
56. # to be sure that we have some common elements in both of them,
57. # we add some of the server's elements in the client's set
58. client_elements+=server_elements[:50]
59.
60. # now let's hash the lists' elements
61. hs=[hash_int(i) for i in server_elements]
62. hc=[hash_int(i) for i in client_elements]
63.
64. # now let's create Client's message
65. m_A=[]
66. rs=[]
67. for i in hc:
68. r=random.randrange(n)
69. rs.append(r)
70. obf=(pow(r, e,n)*i)%n
71. m_A.append(obf)
72.
73. # The server will now generate the two sets to send to the client
74. m_B1=[RSA_DEC(x,d,n) for x in m_A]
75. m_B2=[hash_int(RSA_DEC(y,d,n)) for y in hs]
76.
77. # The client must "remove" the r from each element
78. for i in range(len(m_B1)):
79. m_B1[i]=hash_int((m_B1[i]*gmpy.invert(rs[i],n))%n)
80.
81. # now let's count the common elements
82. cnt=0
83. for i in m_B1:
84. if i in m_B2:
85. cnt+=1
86. print "common elements:", cnt

7.2 Implementation of the PSI protocol using elliptic curves

For the sake of simplicity, the implementation below is made in Sage\(^{177}\), an open source mathematics software based on Python.

```python
1. import random
2. from time import time
3. import hashlib
4.
5. def hash_int(x):
6. return int(hashlib.sha256(str(x)).hexdigest(),16)
7.
8. # generates a random prime of the requested bit length
9. def gen_prime(BIT_LEN):
10. found=False
11. while found==False:
12. p=random.randrange(2**(BIT_LEN-1),2**BIT_LEN)
13. found=is_prime(p)
14. return p
15.
16. p=gen_prime(160)
17. x=random.randrange(p)
18. y=random.randrange(p)
19. a=random.randrange(p)
20. b=y**3-a*x
21. F = Zmod(p)
22. E=EllipticCurve(F, [a, b])
23. G = E([x,y])
24.

\(^{177}\) http://www.sagemath.org
25. # server params
26. xs=random.randrange(p)
27. Hs=xs*G
28.
29. # client params
30. xc=random.randrange(p)
31. Hc=xc*G
32.
33. # now let's create some elements for the server and the client
34. server_elements=[random.randrange(p) for i in range(1000)]
35. client_elements=[random.randrange(p) for i in range(100)]
36.
37. # to be sure that we have some common elements in both of them,
38. # we add some of the server's elements in the client's set
39. client_elements+=server_elements[:50]
40.
41. # now let's hash the lists' elements
42. hs=[hash_int(i) for i in server_elements]
43. hc=[hash_int(i) for i in client_elements]
44.
45. # now let's create Client's message
46. m_A=[]
47. m_A=[h*Hc for h in hc]
48.
49. # The server will now generate the two sets to send to the client
50. m_B1=[(xs*P)[0] for P in m_A] # we only need x coordinate
51. m_B2=[y*Hs for y in hs]
52.
53. # The client must "add" his key to the server's elements
54. m_B2=[(xc*Q)[0] for Q in m_B2]
55.
56. cnt=0
57. for PP in m_B1:
58.     if PP in m_B2:
59.         cnt+=1
60. print "Common elements",cnt

### 7.3 Private computation of the Jaccard index

1. #!/usr/bin/python
2. import random
3. from time import time
4. import gmpy
5. import hashlib
6.
7. e=2**16+1
8.
9. def hash_int(x):
10.     return int(hashlib.sha256(str(x)).hexdigest(),16)
11.
12. # generates a random prime of the requested bit length
13. def gen_prime(BIT_LEN):
14.     found=False
15.     while found==False:
16.         p=random.randrange(2**(BIT_LEN-1),2**BIT_LEN)
17.         found=gmpy.is_prime(p)
18.     return p
19.
20. # generates a random safe prime of the requested bit length
21. def gen_safe_prime(BIT_LEN):
22.     found=False
23.     while found==False:
24.         q=random.randrange(2**(BIT_LEN-2),2**(BIT_LEN-1))
25.         p=2*q+1
26.         found=gmpy.is_prime(p) and gmpy.is_prime(q)
27.    return p
28.
29.
30. def RSA_GEN(BIT_LEN):
31.    # this is faster but not so secure
32.    # p=gen_prime(BIT_LEN)
33.    # q=gen_prime(BIT_LEN)
34.    p=gen_safe_prime(BIT_LEN)
35.    q=gen_safe_prime(BIT_LEN)
36.    n=p*q
37.    f=(p-1)*(q-1)
38.    e=2**16+1
39.    d=gmpy.invert(e,f)
40.    return d,n
41.
42. def RSA_ENC(m,n):
43.    return pow(m,e,n)
44. def RSA_DEC(c,d,n):
45.    return pow(c,d,n)
46.
47. #generate RSA key pair (public,private) for the server
48. d,n=RSA_GEN(256)
49.
50. #now let's create some elements for the server and the client
51. server_elements=[random.randrange(n) for i in range(10000)]
52. client_elements=[random.randrange(n) for i in range(8000)]
53.
54. #to be sure that we have some common elements in both of them,
55. #we add some of the server's elements in the client's set
56. client_elements+=server_elements[:2000]
57.
58. #now let's hash the lists' elements
59. hs=[hash_int(i) for i in server_elements]
60. hs.sort()
61. hc=[hash_int(i) for i in client_elements]
62. hc.sort()
63.
64. k=20
65. hs=hs[:k]
66. hc=hc[:k]
67. #now let's create Client's message
68. m_A=[]
69. rs=[]
70. for i in hc:
71.    r=random.randrange(n)
72.    rs.append(r)
73.    obf=(pow(r, e,n)*i)%n
74.    m_A.append(obf)
75.
76. #The server will now generate the two sets to send to the client
77. m_B1=[RSA_DEC(x,d,n) for x in m_A]
78. m_B2=[hash_int(RSA_DEC(y,d,n)) for y in hs]
79.
80. #The client must "remove" the r from each element
81. for i in range(len(m_B1)):
82.    m_B1[i]=hash_int((m_B1[i]*gmpy.invert(rs[i],n)))
83.
84. #now let's count the common elements
85. cnt=0
86. for i in m_B1:
87.    if i in m_B2:
88.        cnt+=1
89. print "Similarity: %.2f%%" % (100*cnt/(1.0*k))
7.4 Hash-based one-time passwords

```python
#!/usr/bin/python
import hashlib

def hash_int(x):
    return int(hashlib.sha256(str(x)).hexdigest(),16)

AUTH2ALLOW=1000
key="tactics_key"

for i in range(AUTH2ALLOW):
    tmp=hash_int(key)
    server_key=tmp

for i in range(AUTH2ALLOW-1):
    tmp=hash_int(tmp)
    user_key=tmp

#check the keys
print hash_int(user_key)==server_key

#update the server key
server_key=user_key

#now let's do it one more time
for i in range(AUTH2ALLOW-2):
    tmp=hash_int(tmp)
    user_key=tmp

print hash_int(user_key)==server_key
```

7.5 Simple symmetric authentication

```python
#!/usr/bin/python
import cv
import argparse
import random
import base64
from Crypto import Random
from Crypto.Cipher import AES
import hashlib

class AESCipher:
    def __init__(self, key):
        self.bs = 32
        self.key = hashlib.sha256(key.encode()).digest()

    def encrypt(self, raw):
        raw = self._pad(raw)
        iv = Random.new().read(AES.block_size)
        cipher = AES.new(self.key, AES.MODE_CBC, iv)
        return base64.b64encode(iv + cipher.encrypt(raw))

    def decrypt(self, enc):
        enc = base64.b64decode(enc)
        iv = enc[:AES.block_size]
        cipher = AES.new(self.key, AES.MODE_CBC, iv)
        return self._unpad(cipher.decrypt(enc[AES.block_size:])).decode('utf-8')

    def _pad(self, s):
        return s + (self.bs - len(s) % self.bs) * chr(self.bs - len(s) % self.bs)
```

31. @staticmethod
32. def _unpad(s):
33. return s[:-ord(s[len(s)-1:])]  
34.  
35. aes=AESCipher("tacticskey")  
36.  
37. #Bob generates a fresh random number and sends it to Alice  
38. r_B=random.randrange(2**256)  
39.  
40. #Alice generates a fresh random number  
41. r_A=random.randrange(2**256)  
42. m_A=",".join([str(r_A),str(r_B),"Bob"])  
43.  
44. m_A=aes.encrypt(m_A)  
45.  
46.  
47. #Bob receives it and decrypts it  
48. c=aes.decrypt(m_A)  
49. #extracts r_A  
50. c=c.split("," )  
51. #end sends it to Alice encrypted with their key  
52. m_B=aes.encrypt(c[1]+","+c[0])  

7.6 Hash-based authentication (SKID3)

The code below is similar to the previous, but it uses hash functions. The scope of this snippet is to provide an alternative method of authentication, as in many portable devices many cryptographic algorithms are not implemented.

```python
# ! /usr/bin/python
#SKID3 protocol
import random
import hashlib

def hash_int(x):
    return int(hashlib.sha256(str(x)).hexdigest(),16)

key="tacticskey"

#Bob generates a fresh random number and sends it to Alice  
#Alice generates a fresh random number  
r_A=random.randrange(2**256)
r_B=random.randrange(2**256)
m_A=",".join([str(r_A),str(r_B),"Bob"])  
m_A=[r_A,hash_int(m_A)]  
#Bob receives it and computes his part  
m_B=hash_int(str(r_B)+","+str(m_A[0])+","+str(m_A[1]))+"Alice")
```

7.7 Password salting

The snippet below uses the passlib\(^{178}\) to properly salt the passwords and illustrate how one could test the whether a password is valid or not.

```python
from passlib.hash import pbkdf2_sha256

def create the hash to use
hash = pbkdf2_sha256.encrypt("userpassword", rounds=20000, salt_size=16)
```

\(^{178}\) https://pythonhosted.org/passlib/
5. #verify if a given password matches a hash
6. print pbkdf2_sha256.verify("userpassword", hash)
7. print pbkdf2_sha256.verify("abcdef", hash)

7.8 The protocol of Narayanan et al.

The following code provides a non-optimal implementation of operations with elliptic curves and implements the aforementioned protocol of Narayanan et al. for location privacy.

1. import gmpy
2. import random
3. import math
4. 
5. def genprime(bits):
6.     p=1
7.     if bits<=1000:
8.         while (gmpy.is_prime(p)==0):
9.             p = random.randrange(math.pow(2,bits-1),math.pow(2,bits))
10.         return p
11.     else:
12.         while (gmpy.is_prime(p)==0):
13.             p1 = random.randrange(math.pow(2,bits/2-1),math.pow(2,bits/2))
14.             p2 = random.randrange(math.pow(2,bits/2-1),math.pow(2,bits/2))
15.             p=p1+2**(bits/2)*p2
16.         return p
17. 
18. def genkey(bits):
19.     p=genprime(bits)
20.     q=genprime(bits)
21.     n=p*q
22.     return n,p,q
23. 
24. #point addition
25. def padd(P,Q,a,b,n):
26.     if P==0:# P is the point at infinity
27.         return Q
28.     elif Q==0:# Q is the point at infinity
29.         return P
30.     elif P==Q:# Point doubling
31.         px,py=P
32.         #point doubling
33.         lamda=(3*px**2*px+a)%n
34.         if gmpy.gcd(py,n)>1:
35.             print "n=%d, Found div %d"%(n,gmpy.gcd(py,n))
36.             print "here 1"
37.             lamda=(lamda*gmpy.invert(2*py,n))%n
38.             rx=(lamda**2-px-qx)%n
39.             ry=(lamda*(px-rx)-py)%n
40.         else:
41.             px,py=P
42.             qx,qy=Q
43.             lamda=(qy-py)%n
44.             if gmpy.gcd(qx-px,n)>1:
45.                 print "n=%d, Found div %d"%(n,gmpy.gcd(qx-px,n))
46.                 print "here 2"
47.                 lamda=(lamda*gmpy.invert(qx-py,n))%n
48.                 rx=(lamda**2-2*pq)%n
49.                 ry=(lamda*(px-rx)-py)%n
50.             return rx,ry
51. 
52. def pmult(k,P,a,b,n):
53.     Q=0
54.     for i in bin(k)[2:]:
55.         Q=padd(Q,Q,a,b,n)
56.         if i=="1":
57. \[ Q = \text{padd}(Q, P, a, b, n) \]
58. \[ \text{return } Q \]
59.
60. \[ p = \text{genprime}(160) \]
61.
62. \[ x_0 = \text{random.randint}(0, p) \]
63. \[ y_0 = \text{random.randint}(0, p) \]
64.
65. \[ b = (y_0**2 - x_0**3) \mod p \]
66. \[ a = 0 \]
67. \[ G = [x_0, y_0] \]
68.
69. \[ x = \text{random.randint}(p) \]
70. \[ H = \text{pmult}(x, G, a, b, p) \]
71.
72. #alice
73. \[ r = \text{random.randint}(p) \]
74. \[ l_a = \text{random.randint}(1000) \]
75. \[ g_1 = \text{pmult}(r, G, a, b, p) \]
76. \[ g_2 = \text{pmult}(r + l_a, H, a, b, p) \]
77.
78. #bob
79. \[ l_b = \text{random.randint}(1000) \]
80. \[ s = \text{random.randint}(p) \]
81. \[ t = \text{random.randint}(p) \]
82. \[ t_1 = \text{pmult}(s, G, a, b, p) \]
83. \[ t_2 = \text{pmult}(t, G, a, b, p) \]
84. \[ u_1 = \text{padd}(t_1, t_2, a, b, p) \]
85. \[ t_3 = \text{pmult}(s, G, a, b, p) \]
86. \[ t_2 = \text{pmult}(t - s \cdot l_b, G, a, b, p) \]
87. \[ u_2 = \text{padd}(t_1, t_2, a, b, p) \]
88.
89. #alice
90. \[ t_1 = \text{pmult}(x, u_1, a, b, p) \]
91. \[ t_1 = [t_1[0], -t_1[1]] \]
92. \[ res = \text{padd}(t_1, u_2, a, b, p) \]

7.9 Face detection and obfuscation

The following code illustrates a simple face detection algorithm through the use of OpenCV library\(^{179}\). In the first case, the program takes an image, detects the face and draws a black rectangle on top of it. In the second case, it encrypts the pixels values to obfuscate the contents. Clearly, only the second result can be inverted with the proper key.

\[ \text{#! /usr/bin/python} \]
\[ \text{import cv} \]
\[ \text{import argparse} \]
\[ \text{import random} \]
\[ \text{import base64} \]
\[ \text{from Crypto import Random} \]
\[ \text{from Crypto.Cipher import AES} \]
\[ \text{import hashlib} \]

\[ \text{class AESCipher:} \]
\[ \text{def __init__(self, key):} \]
\[ \text{self.bs = 32} \]
\[ \text{self.key = hashlib.sha256(key.encode()).digest()} \]
\[ \text{def encrypt(self, raw):} \]
\[ \text{raw = self._pad(raw)} \]

\(^{179}\) http://opencv.org/
iv = Random.new().read(AES.block_size)
cipher = AES.new(self.key, AES.MODE_CBC, iv)
return base64.b64encode(iv + cipher.encrypt(raw))

def decrypt(self, enc):
    enc = base64.b64decode(enc)
    iv = enc[:AES.block_size]
    cipher = AES.new(self.key, AES.MODE_CBC, iv)
    return self._unpad(cipher.decrypt(enc[AES.block_size:])).decode('utf-8')

@staticmethod
def _unpad(s):
    return s[:-ord(s[len(s)-1:])]
83. cv.SaveImage(outfile2, image)